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ABSTRACT 

 

Examining non-state social service provision in the Jordanian community of Madaba, in 

this thesis I explore how voluntary associations fit within Jordan’s wider welfare mix. 

Basing my study off of personal interviews and fieldwork conducted over three months in 

Madaba, I ask two distinct, but interrelated research questions. The first question 

concerns voluntary associations’ relationship with the state. Drawing from Cammett and 

MacClean’s typology of state-provider relations, it asks, “How do non-state providers 

interact with the state and other actors to provide services in Madaba?” The second 

question concerns voluntary associations’ relationship with their beneficiaries. Drawing 

from Cammett and MacClean’s hypotheses on formality, as well as work by Atia and 

others on neoliberal governmentality, I ask, “How does providing resources through 

voluntary associations, as opposed to direct state provision, affect the way ordinary 

Jordanians can access resources?” After tracing a narrative of the development of social 

welfare and the voluntary association in Jordan from the late Ottoman period in Chapter 

1, I answer these two questions in Chapters 2 and 3 respectively. In Chapter 2, I argue 

that the state largely exists in a position of domination over voluntary associations, tightly 

controlling their operations and providing a sizeable portion of their funding. This finding 

challenges the prevailing view that domination is rare in developing countries and 

suggests that scholars should expand our theoretical conception of domination away from 

the Chinese-centric model to incorporate aspects of neoliberal authoritarianism. I also 

argue that certain voluntary associations in the politically sensitive area of Dhiban exhibit 

a relationship of appropriation vis-à-vis the state, largely serving as a means for the 

regime to bypass the state’s theoretical commitment to egalitarianism through private 

charities. In Chapter 3, I argue that, despite this domination, decentralizing the authority 

to determine eligibility to voluntary associations provides a significantly new framework 

for what are in large part state resources. Comparing how different associations use or do 

not use gendered state documents to determine eligibility, I argue that informally-

organized voluntary associations which do not use state documents can form ‘holes’ 

whereby state resources can filter down to those otherwise excluded from state provision.  
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Introduction 

 On my last night in Jordan to conduct research for this thesis, I was confronted 

with a terrifying fact, I was completely out of money. A job I was counting on hadn’t 

come through. I had been pretty careless with my spending habits. The important part is 

that I needed about $900 to pay my rent and make it out of the country the next day. 

Suffice to say, I was a nervous wreck. What would my landlord say? Would I miss my 

flight home? How was I going to eat? Without even thinking, I called two people, my 

mother and my American roommate, Henry. After a strenuous few hours, Henry was able 

to wire me the money and I was able to make it home without much more trouble. But 

that isn’t where the story ends. As the money from my graduate school scholarship had 

not yet come through (and would be significantly delayed), I was almost entirely 

dependent on Henry for money for the first several weeks of my fall semester. He had to 

pay my half of the rent for a month. I had to borrow money to buy food. I even had to ask 

for money to get a haircut. 

 The irony of my situation was not lost on me. There I was, having spent three 

months researching about how Jordanians survive in hard times through a mix of work, 

state support, and social networks, now utterly dependent on the goodwill of a friend. 

How my situation altered my relationship with Henry is instructive on how a charitable 

act can affect social relations. Although in jest, Henry would claim to ‘own’ me until I 

could pay off my eventually $2,500 debt. I started avoiding him so as to not have to tell 

him that my money hadn’t come through yet, and I began doing more of the household 

chores to try and compensate for the money that I owed. Even up to almost a year later, 

Henry would in jest remind me of how much I owed him. 
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 While it may seem strange, my purpose in beginning a thesis on social welfare in 

a developing country with a story about an American graduate student is twofold. First, 

while scholars must be careful not to read too much from their own experiences onto 

their subjects, I think it is a useful endeavor to frame one’s work on foreign countries in a 

language emotionally relevant to oneself and one’s readers. Authors working on social 

welfare tend to formalize survival strategies based on informal social relations like ‘kin’ 

or ‘tribe’ as somehow “Other” to those employed in the West, where people make due in 

hard times through bank loans and insurance policies. While useful for comparative 

purposes, these terms can permit a certain exoticization of very universal practices. Most 

Americans have probably never “converted social capital into financial capital for 

consumption smoothing.” Many more have probably borrowed a few hundred dollars 

from a friend to pay a medical bill. A subtle point which must be constantly tempered by 

the understanding that very different circumstances hold in the United States and Jordan, 

it is nevertheless an important one to bear in mind throughout this thesis’ theoretical 

discussions.  

 In a similar vein, I hope to evoke on a visceral level how the acts of giving and 

receiving have social, even political, effects, as anyone who has ever owed someone 

money probably knows. Henry and I live in relatively ideal circumstances. He works at a 

large bank and has more disposable income than I probably ever will, and I am a graduate 

student with access to large amounts of money through academic loans. We have been 

best friends since seventh grade. Even under these conditions of financial abundance, 

relative equality, and strong friendship, the acts of giving and receiving produced an 

unequal relation between us which had real effects on my thoughts and behavior. While 
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not as self-evidently central to authority as coercive force, there is real power in welfare 

which political scientists would do well to remember.  

 Using the Jordanian city of Madaba as a case study, in this thesis I aim to 

understand how these familiar structures of provision and power play out in the context 

of non-state social service provision in Jordan, specifically non-governmental charitable 

or voluntary associations. In doing so, I address two distinct, but interrelated questions 

about non-state service providers. The first chiefly concerns providers’ relationship with 

the state.  Drawing on Cammett and MacClean’s typology of state-provider relations, I 

ask “how do providers interact with the state and other actors to provide services?” The 

second concerns providers’ relationships with their beneficiaries. Drawing on Cammett 

and MacClean’s observations on informality and Atia’s work on neoliberal 

governmentality, I ask, “how does providing welfare through voluntary associations, as 

opposed to the state, change the ways ordinary people can obtain resources?” 

 In answering the first question, I argue that the retreat of the Jordanian state from 

broad-based welfare commitments in the 1990s and 2000s, combined with the ostensible 

liberalization of Jordan’s public sphere, has produced a complex plethora of state and 

non-state welfare providers too fragmented and resource-poor to significantly address 

poverty in Jordanian society. Resulting from these conditions, Jordanian voluntary 

associations largely remains locked in a relationship of domination and appropriation 

with the state. Strict monitoring and the preponderance of state resources in a resource-

scarce environment allows the state to effectively choose which associations will be 

effective. However, while the state maintains a central role both institutionally and 

materially among voluntary associations, focusing too much on this fact obscures the 
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degree to which voluntary associations themselves can affect provision. In addressing my 

second question, I argue that in decentralizing the authority to determine eligibility 

requirements to individual associations, the Jordanian state has created a new institutional 

space for population management which permits people of various backgrounds, agendas, 

and resources to significantly alter the distribution of what are in large part state 

resources. Although often portrayed as a negative development in the literature on NSPs, 

I argue that this is not unambiguously the case. Tempering Cammett and MacClean’s 

general hypothesis that formality leads to better welfare provision, I illustrate how the 

potential informality arising from a shift from state to non-state provision can actually 

expand the pool of beneficiaries overall in a state system where formality is 

problematically entangled with exclusivity.  

 I develop and analyze this tension between state power and societal agency over 

the course of four sections. In Chapter 1, I contextualize Jordanian voluntary associations 

within wider developments of social welfare provision in Jordan from the late 19th 

century to the present. In doing so, I illustrate how voluntary associations came about as a 

specific form of social service provision distinct from informal kin networks, professional 

associations, collectives, and the state in the 1990s and 2000s and how welfare has 

structured political relations in Jordan historically. In Chapter 2, I focus current on state-

voluntary association relations, illustrating how Jordan’s current legal and funding 

frameworks around voluntary associations has helped create a fragmented, resource-poor 

ecology of voluntary associations which can do little to significantly address poverty in 

Jordan, but which the state appears to be using as a mechanism for patronage I also 

discuss the rise of the Royal Hashemite Court as a major funder of non-state social 
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service providers since 2011 and this development’s implications for wider Jordanian 

politics. In Chapter 3, I shift my focus to voluntary associations’ relationships with their 

beneficiaries, illustrating how the associations’ variable usage of gendered state 

identification documents can have significant effects on who can gain access to state 

resources. Situating my case within the wider NSP literature, I also problematize 

Cammett and MacClean’s hypothesis that more formally-organized, inclusive 

associations are better providers by illustrating how formality comes into tension with 

inclusivity within a wider system of gendered state exclusivity. In my conclusion, I end 

my discussion by connecting my project in Jordan to a larger set of questions concerning 

non-state social service provision in Jordan, the Middle East, and around the world.  

Literature Review 

 In making my argument about voluntary associations in Madaba, I draw on 

several political science, sociological, and anthropological literatures. In the section that 

follows, I review the aspects of these literatures relevant to my project and attempt to 

situate my work in Jordan within a wider comparative perspective. Most prominently, I 

draw on the literatures on welfare regimes, Jordanian state-society relations, gender and 

informality, Islamist social service provision, and neoliberal governmentality.  

Conceptualizing Welfare  

 In order to properly understand my use of welfare regime theory, one must first 

understand Karl Polanyi’s concept of ‘double movement’. In his 1944 work The Great 

Transformation, Polanyi posited that during the establishment of capitalist relations of 

production in the 19th century, European societies disembedded ‘the economy’ from the 

social relations with which it had always been bound (e.g. extended kin support networks, 
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feudal relations) in order to realize rational ‘self-regulating markets’ which traded in 

commodities rather than social capital (e.g. the first movement). According to Polanyi, 

while such a system efficiently distributes resources, the market’s distribution of certain 

‘fictitious’ commodities, most importantly labor, produces unbearable material insecurity 

among the working poor. Historically, this fact produced turmoil and a subsequent move 

across Europe to “reembed” the economy in social relations through state social 

intervention (e.g. the second movement), resulting in the creation of the modern welfare 

state.1 While empirically focused on the state, in theoretically conceiving of welfare more 

broadly as decommodification, the process of removing livelihoods from direct market 

forces, Polanyi’s model allows for a much more holistic approach to the subject which 

can analyze welfare as a complex interplay of state, market, community, and household 

forces rather than solely focusing on state provision. Following the literature on welfare 

regimes, this work utilizes Polanyi’s ‘welfare as decommodification’ definition in its 

discussion. As demonstrated in Chapter One’s historical discussion, such a definition 

allows me to more easily situate non-state social service provision within Jordan’s 

political economy. 

 Taking Polanyi’s point further, Esping-Andersen developed the concept of the 

‘welfare regime’ to typologize and explain the variation in welfare provision among 

industrialized countries. Examining the varying degrees to which states pursued Polanyi’s 

‘second movement’ to decommodify their populations and the differing ways in which 

the state, market, and household interact to produce a certain income distribution (i.e. 

stratification) within a particular country, Esping-Andersen argued that social policies 

                                                 
1 Karl Polanyi, The Great Transformation: The Political and Economic Origins of Our Time, 2nd Beacon 
Paperback ed (Boston, MA: Beacon Press, 2001), 40–41, 73, 177. 
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cluster together to form recognizable regimes. Initially limited to the OECD countries, 

Esping-Andersen’s original typology consisted of three (potentially four) “worlds of 

welfare”. In order of descending levels of decommodification, these are the social 

democratic model (e.g. Sweden), the corporatist-conservative model (e.g. Germany), the 

potential Mediterranean model (e.g. Italy), and the liberal model (e.g. USA). 

Furthermore, Esping-Andersen argued that different kinds of welfare regimes were the 

result of particular historical political settlements which the subsequent welfare regimes 

‘froze’ and tended to reproduce. Subsequent scholarship has since identified the relative 

strength of the middle class-working class coalition during the 19th century and the 

political party representing the working class as the most important variables in 

explaining divergence across OECD cases, with social democratic regimes representing a 

strong middle-working class coalition and liberal regimes representing middle class 

opposition to the working class. 2  

Following Esping-Andersen’s initial work, an immense literature emerged to 

theorize and empirically test the welfare regime theory.3 However, in keeping with 

Esping-Andersen’s original focus on the industrialized countries, scholars paid relatively 

little attention to the developing world in their work, with most either relying exclusively 

on levels of economic development or social spending to differentiate cases in the Global 

South.4 Indeed, an ongoing debate in the international political economy literature until at 

least the late 2000s concerned whether or not developing countries could be categorized 

                                                 
2 Kees van Kersbergen and Barbara Vis, Comparative Welfare State Politics: Development, Opportunities, 
and Reform (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013), 74–77. 
3 For a good introductory overview of this immense literature, please see Kersbergen and Vis, 
Comparative Welfare State Politics. 
4 Ibid.; Nita Rudra, “Welfare States in Developing Countries: Unique or Universal?,” Journal of Politics 69, 
no. 2 (2007): 379. 
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into systemically converging categories. In this debate, one side contended that low levels 

of economic development resulted in each developing country producing an idiosyncratic 

welfare provision pattern. The other held that international economic forces would push 

developing states to converge their policies towards a relatively standard set of welfare 

policies.5  

Important exceptions to this trend include the work of Rudra, who used cluster 

analysis to argue the systematic convergence of developing country welfare regimes 

towards either promoting market development (i.e. productive welfare state) or protecting 

individuals from the market (protective welfare state); Haggard and Kaufman, whose 

edited volume provided a much-needed examination of welfare regime development in 

Latin America, Eastern Europe, and East Asia from a historical-political perspective, and 

Gough and Wood, who wholly readapted welfare regime theory to study the developing 

world.6 However, despite this progress, significant geographic and theoretical gaps 

remain in the literature. Most glaringly, relatively little work has been done on welfare 

regimes in the Middle East. While several scholars have addressed non-state social 

service providers in the Arab World, relatively little has been written on welfare systems 

as a whole, with Dixon’s early edited volume on state social policy, Cammett’s work in 

Lebanon, and Baylouny’s work in Jordan and Lebanon being notable exceptions.7  

                                                 
5 Rudra, “Welfare States in Developing Countries: Unique or Universal?,” 378–79. 
6 Nita Rudra, “Globalization and the Decline of the Welfare State in Less-Developed Countries,” 
International Organization 56, no. 2 (2002): 411–45; Rudra, “Welfare States in Developing Countries: 
Unique or Universal?”; Stephan Haggard and Robert R. Kaufman, Development, Democracy, and Welfare 
States: Latin America, East Asia, and Eastern Europe (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2008); Ian 
Gough and Geof Wood, eds., Insecurity and Welfare Regimes in Asia, Africa and Latin America: Social 
Policy in Development Contexts, 1 edition (Cambridge, UK ; New York: Cambridge University Press, 2004). 
7 John E. Dixon, ed., Social Welfare in the Middle East, Croom Helm Comparative Social Welfare Series 
(London ; Wolfeboro, N.H: Croom Helm, 1987); Anne Marie Baylouny, “Creating Kin: New Family 
Associations as Welfare Providers in Liberalizing Jordan,” International Journal of Middle East Studies 38, 
no. 3 (2006): 349–68; Anne Marie Baylouny, “Militarizing Welfare: Neo-Liberalism and Jordanian Policy,” 
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Furthermore, even those works which have addressed welfare systematically do 

so with little reference to Esping-Andersen’s broader comparative framework, often 

focusing on one or two cases. Indeed, according to Karshenas and Moghadam, social 

scientists’ concentration on the Middle East’s political and economic reforms had 

resulted in such a lack of data that as late as the mid-2000s regional comparisons of 

welfare regimes akin to those made in much of the rest of the world were impossible for 

the region.8 Although this work will undoubtedly be unable to bridge this gap on its own, 

it should be viewed in part as a self-conscious attempt to connect ongoing debates about 

development and social welfare in the Arab World to wider political science discussions 

on the same topics, both to enrich the comparative welfare regime literature and counter 

tendencies to analyze the MENA region as sui generis.  

Theoretically, Esping-Andersen’s original paradigm failed to address several 

issues scholars deem important to social welfare, including gender, aspects of social 

                                                 
The Middle East Journal, 2008, 277–303; Anne Marie Baylouny, Privatizing Welfare in the Middle East: Kin 
Mutual Aid Associations in Jordan and Lebanon, Indiana Series in Middle East Studies (Bloomington: 
Indiana University Press, 2010); Melani Cammett and Sukriti Issar, “Bricks and Mortar Clientalism: 
Sectarianism and the Logics of Welfare Allocation in Lebanon,” World Politics 62 (2010): 381–421; Melani 
Cammett, “Sectarian Politics and Welfare: Non-State Provision in Lebanon,” in The Politics of Non-State 
Social Welfare, ed. Melani Cammett and Lauren MacClean (Ithaca, NY and London, UK: Cornell University 
Press, 2014); Melani Cammett, Compassionate Communalism: Welfare and Sectarianism in Lebanon 
(Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2014); Janine A. Clark, Islam, Charity, and Activism: Middle-Class 
Networks and Social Welfare in Egypt, Jordan, and Yemen (Bloomington, Ind: Indiana University Press, 
2004); Abdullah Al-Arian et al., “Islamist Social Services,” Islam in a Changing Middle East (Project on 
Middle East Political Science, October 15, 2014), http://pomeps.org/wp-
content/uploads/2014/10/POMEPS_Studies_9_SocialServices_web.pdf; Quintan Wiktorowicz, Islamic 
Actvism (Bloomington, Indiana: Indiana University Press, 2004); Carrie Rosefsky Wickham, Mobilizing 
Islam: Religion, Activism, and Political Change in Egypt (New York: Columbia University Press, 2002); Denis 
Sullivan, Private Voluntary Organizations in Egypt: Islamic Development, Private Initiative, and State 
Control, International Health (University Press of Florida, 1994); Tarek Masoud, Counting Islam: Religion, 
Class, and Elections in Egypt (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2014). 
8 Massoud Karshenas and Valentin Moghadam, “Social Policy in the Middle East: Introduction and 
Overview,” in Social Policy in the Middle East: Economic, Political, and Gender Dynamics, ed. Massoud 
Karshenas, Valentine M. Moghadam, and United Nations Research Institute for Social Development, Social 
Policy in a Development Context (Basingstoke [England] ; New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2006), 1. 
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welfare not directly linked to decommodification like health and education provision, the 

influence of the global political economy and international actors on domestic welfare 

regimes, and, most importantly for this study, the role of non-state social service 

providers in the welfare mix.9 Many of these criticisms were taken up by Gough and 

Wood in their seminal edited volume, which attempts to systematically rework Esping-

Andersen’s paradigm for the Global South. Characterizing the original model as being 

concerned with welfare state regimes rather than welfare regimes given its preoccupation 

with industrialized welfare states, Gough and Wood explicitly expand the latter concept 

to encompass community actors in addition to the original state, market, and household 

welfare mix, and stress the importance of examining each aspect of the welfare mix 

within their international context (e.g. INGOs, IGOs, international capital, and migratory 

family members, respectively).  

Taking all of these factors together, Gough and Wood expand upon Esping-

Andersen’s original three regimes (somewhat confusingly subsumed under the new 

‘welfare state regime’ meta-category) to include two new categories. The first is the 

insecurity regime, where chaotic conditions like war prevent any regular provision of 

welfare, resulting in massive illfare. The second is the informal security regime.10 

According to Wood, the informal security regime reflects “a set of conditions where 

people cannot reasonably expect to meet their security needs via accessing services from 

the state or via participation in open labour markets….[and] have to rely more heavily 

                                                 
9 Ian Gough, “Welfare Regimes in Development Contexts: A Global and Regional Analysis,” in Insecurity 
and Welfare Regimes in Asia, Africa and Latin America: Social Policy in Development Contexts, ed. Ian 
Gough and Geof Wood, 1 edition (Cambridge, UK ; New York: Cambridge University Press, 2004), 24. 
10 Philippa Bevan, “Conceptualising In/security Regimes,” in Insecurity and Welfare Regimes in Asia, Africa 
and Latin America: Social Policy in Development Contexts, ed. Ian Gough and Geof Wood, 1 edition 
(Cambridge, UK ; New York: Cambridge University Press, 2004). 
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upon community and family relationships of various kinds. In many poor societies, 

characterized by significant inequality, these relationships are hierarchical and 

asymmetrical, leaving only some space for reciprocal support for welfare within and 

between family groupings.”11 While certain areas of war-torn Syria, Yemen, and Libya 

may conform more closely to the insecurity regime, on the whole most areas of the 

Middle East (including Jordan) approximate to some form of informal security regime, 

and in discussing Madaba I draw on this category as one of my main theoretical frames of 

how the state, market, household, and community come together to produce a particular 

welfare mix in the Madaba area. 

 Expanding on Gough and Wood’s call to incorporate non-state social service 

providers into the analysis of welfare regimes, in their edited volume Cammett and 

MacClean attempt to understand the causes and effects of different kinds of non-state 

social service providers which have proliferated following the worldwide ‘shrinking of 

the state’ in the 1980s and 90s.12 Assessing NSPs on their 1) equitable and sustainable 

provision of welfare, 2) accountability to their beneficiaries, and 3) effects on their 

respective state’s capacity, they argue that two factors most importantly influence NSP 

outcomes.13 The first is the type of provider, defined according to its level of 

formalization, locus of operation, the extent of its profit orientation, and the nature of its 

eligibility criteria.14 The second is the NSP’s relationship with the state, which can be 

                                                 
11 Geof Wood, “Informal Security Regimes: The Strength of Relationships,” in Insecurity and Welfare 
Regimes in Asia, Africa and Latin America: Social Policy in Development Contexts, ed. Ian Gough and Geof 
Wood, 1 edition (Cambridge, UK ; New York: Cambridge University Press, 2004), 50. 
12 Melani Cammett and Lauren MacLean, “The Political Consequences of Non-State Social Welfare: An 
Analytical Framework,” in The Politics of Non-State Social Welfare, ed. Melani Claire Cammett, Lauren M. 
MacLean, and Ian Gough (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2014), 1–9. 
13 Ibid., 34–37. 
14 Ibid., 39–42. 
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categorized in one of four ways: 1) appropriation, wherein low NSP and low state 

capacity combine to make NSPs mere gatekeepers to state patronage resources, 2) 

substitution, wherein high NSP-low state capacity results in NSPs (when they are willing) 

assuming social welfare responsibilities normally reserved for the state, 3) co-production 

and delegation, wherein high NSP-high state capacity allow the two to work together for 

generally better provision, and 4) domination, wherein low NSP-high state capacity 

results in strict state control of NSPs. In providing a comprehensive comparative 

framework for NSPs in the developing world, Cammett and MacLean provide a useful 

model with which I can examine state-NSP relations in Madaba. In Chapter 2, I argue 

that the Jordanian state occupies a position of domination over voluntary associations, 

severely restricting their ability to provide services. I also return to Cammett and 

MacClean’s work in Chapter 3 in my examination of their hypothesis that “more 

formalized, locally rooted, and inclusive non-state providers that do not operate 

according to profit maximization principles will afford greater access to social welfare for 

citizens.” 15 While not fundamentally undermining their supposition, as I illustrate using 

voluntary association’s variable usage of the state family book, formality and inclusivity 

cannot be easily disentangled in Jordan. In a context where formality reproduces state 

exclusivity, informality may actually be better at providing resources to those most in 

need of them. 

 

  

                                                 
15 Melani Cammett and Lauren MacLean, “The Political Consequences of Non-State Social Welfare: An 
Analytical Framework,” in The Politics of Non-State Social Welfare, ed. Melani Claire Cammett, Lauren M. 
MacLean, and Ian Gough (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2014), 32. 
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Welfare in the Middle East and Jordan 

 Although actually less relevant to my research project in Jordan than her more 

general account of non-state social providers given Lebanon’s very different state 

context, Cammett’s other 2014 work, Compassionate Communalism, is significant to my 

project for a number reasons. In the book, Cammett argues that sectarian militias in 

Lebanon provide vital and otherwise unavailable services to the country’s population, but 

in doing so entrench political division between recipients of different welfare networks.16 

While, at least in my observations, the presence of a relatively strong state apparatus in 

Jordan prevents the emergence of competing clientalistic networks in as stark terms as 

Lebanon, Cammett’s study is significant as one of the first in-depth meso-level 

examinations of non-state welfare providers in the Middle East. As such, throughout my 

research process I benefited greatly from its research sampling methods (which I tried to 

approximate during my time in Madaba) and elite questionnaire (which I adopted and 

modified for the Jordanian context).17   

 One of the most influential scholars for this work’s examination of welfare in 

Jordan is Anne Marie Baylouny. Despite drawing on a mix of rational choice theory and 

political economic models in lieu of the welfare regime literature utilized by the authors 

discussed thus far, Baylouny has arguably offered the most detailed picture of the 

Jordanian welfare system to date in her examination of the militarization of the Jordanian 

welfare system and the rise of kin mutual aid associations.18 In the former, Baylouny 

                                                 
16 Cammett, “Sectarian Politics and Welfare: Non-State Provision in Lebanon”; Cammett, Compassionate 
Communalism. 
17 My questionnaire can be found in this work’s index 
18 Baylouny, “Creating Kin”; Baylouny, “Militarizing Welfare”; Baylouny, Privatizing Welfare in the Middle 
East. 
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notes how, despite the withdrawal of extensive state welfare provision following Jordan’s 

1989 liberalization, the Jordanian government has nevertheless maintained a still 

extensive welfare distribution system in the form of military employment, which serves 

to provide support to parts of the Hashemite regime’s Transjordanian base.  

In her work on kin mutual aid associations, which comprise a significant subset of 

voluntary associations in terms of numbers, Baylouny attempts to illustrate how the 

withdrawal of state welfare provision in Lebanon and Jordan circa 1990 led to the 

widespread rise of kin mutual aid associations among those countries’ middle classes to 

provide social insurance in the form of short-term credit to members. According to 

Baylouny, this is only possible because extended kin networks provide a thick web of 

social contacts which can monitor and censure defectors in a collective action problem. 

Baylouny’s scholarship informs this work in two ways. Most apparently, in drawing 

attention to both the militarization of welfare and the kin mutual aid phenomenon 

Baylouny explains some significant features of welfare provision in Jordan, which in part 

helped improve my research design in Madaba. Secondly, although she does not 

explicitly tie her argument about kin mutual aid associations to the wider structures of 

neoliberal governmentality, her examination of how a variety of new pro-tribal actors 

have been empowered by scarce economic conditions and new organizational space 

underlines this work’s broader point about the effects of neoliberal governmentality.  

While not theoretically structuring my inquiries in the same way as the broader 

comparative literature, works from several secondary literatures centered on Jordan 

inform my research project’s study on the country, both in terms of providing valuable 

historical insights and helping me adapt my larger theoretical frame to the local context. 
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Most notably, these include the critical analyses of Jordan’s sociopolitical and economic 

development by Rogan, Massad, Tell, and Brand, who respectively examine the role of 

early Ottoman state-building, the colonial period, the monarchy, and the state in the 

development of Jordanian society. In particular, Brand’s analysis of the development of 

civil society in the context of an overbearing state informs my major preoccupation with 

neoliberal authoritarian rule in Chapters 2 and 3.19 Similarly, Wiktorowicz’s work on the 

bureaucratization of Jordanian civil society as a means of making it ‘legible’ to state 

surveillance and repression provides a major theoretical frame for my discussion of state-

NSP relations in Chapter 2.20 

Additionally, echoing Gough and Wood’s criticisms of Esping-Andersen, I 

consider questions of gender in welfare provision of utmost importance to understanding 

how NSPs interact with beneficiaries in Chapter 3. As such, I draw on several works 

examining gender, and welfare in the Middle East and Jordan by Moghadam, Amawi, 

Brand, and others.21 Although not the central focus of my argument, in addressing 

gender’s relationship with formality, I also draw on a rich literature in Middle East 

                                                 
19 Laurie Brand, “In the Beginning Was the State...’: The Quest for Civil Society in Jordan,” in Civil Society in 
the Middle East, Volume I (New York, USA: E.J. Brill, 1995), 148–85. 
20 Quintan Wiktorowicz, “Civil Society as Social Control: State Power in Jordan,” Comparative Politics 33, 
no. 1 (2000): 43–61, doi:10.2307/422423; Quintan Wiktorowicz, The Management of Islamic Activism: 
Salafis, the Muslim Brotherhood, and State Power in Jordan (Albany, NY: State University of New York 
Press, 2001). 
21 Fida J. Adely, Gendered Paradoxes: Educating Jordanian Women in Nation,faith, and Progress (Chicago ; 
London: University of Chicago Press, 2012); Abla Amawi, “Gender and Citizenship in Jordan,” in Gender 
and Citizenship in the Middle East (Syracuse, N.Y., USA: Syracuse University Press, 2000); Eleanor Abdella 
Doumato, Marsha Pripstein Posusney, and Joseph A. O’Hare Fund, eds., Women and Globalization in the 
Arab Middle East: Gender,economy, and Society (Boulder, Colo: Lynne Rienner Publishers, 2003); Suad 
Joseph, ed., Gender and Citizenship in the Middle East, 1st ed, Contemporary Issues in the Middle East 
(Syracuse, N.Y: Syracuse University Press, 2000); Valentine Moghadam, “Gender and Social Policy: Family 
Law and Women’s Economic Citizenship in the Middle East,” in Social Policy in the Middle East: Economic, 
Political, and Gender Dynamics, ed. Massoud Karshenas, Valentine M. Moghadam, and United Nations 
Research Institute for Social Development, Social Policy in a Development Context (Basingstoke 
[England] ; New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2006). 
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Studies on the subject, perhaps best exemplified by Judith Tucker’s work on women, 

gender, and Islamic law.22 

Islamist Social Service Provision 

 Although this work’s focus is by no means centered on Islamism, and in fact 

should be viewed as an attempt to de-center the extreme focus on Islamic charities in 

scholarship on Arab welfare regimes, given the perceived hegemony of Islamic social 

service providers (aka Islamic social institutions, ISIs) among NSPs in the Arab World, I 

draw on the substantial literature surrounding Islamist social service provision and 

neoliberal governmentality in conceptualizing some of the various ways social service 

provision can structure social and political relations at the local level. 

 Despite their longstanding presence in Arab Muslim society and association with 

Islamist movements like the Muslim Brotherhood, relatively little work was done on ISIs 

prior to the late 1990s and early 2000s. Those scholars who did write on ISIs, such as 

Zubaida and Rousillon, tended to characterize them as highly clientalistic; serving as 

fronts for Islamist missionary work, sociopolitical patron-client relations; and/or 

requiring clients to profess a belief in Islam to receive services.23 A notable exception to 

this trend was Sullivan, whose work on private voluntary organizations in Egypt 

addressed issues, like state-NSP relations and the perceived superiority of Islamic social 

service provision, which have become prominent topics of debate in the ISI literature.24 

                                                 
22 Judith Tucker, Women, Gender, and Family in Islamic Law (Cambridge, United Kingdom: 
Cambridge University Press, 2008). 
23 Sami Zubaida, “Islam, the State and Democracy: Contrasting Conceptions of Society in Egypt,” 
Middle East Report (Middle East Research and Information Project, December 1992), p. 9; Rousillon, 
Alain. “Entre Al-Jihad et Al-Rayyan.” Modernisation et Nouvelles Formesde Mobilisation Sociale 1 
(1991) in Janine A. Clark, Islam, Charity, and Activism: Middle-Class Networks and Social Welfare in 
Egypt, Jordan, and Yemen (Bloomington, Ind: Indiana University Press, 2004), p. 2-3.  
24 Denis Sullivan, Private Voluntary Organizations in Egypt: Islamic Development, Private Initiative, 
and State Control (Gainesville, Florida, USA: University Press of Florida, 1994), 
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This trend began to change in the early 2000s, with publications from Wiktorowicz, 

Clark, Schwedler, Singerman, Wickham, and others bringing the study of ISIs into the 

field of the social movement theory (SMT) pioneered by Tilly, Tarrow, and McAdams.25 

 As part of this movement, several scholars began explicitly analyzing ISIs 

through the lens of SMT Resource Mobilization Theory (RMT), which seeks to explain 

differences in social movement emergence and success through differences in access to 

institutional and mobilizational resources. While better theoretically informed than 

previous work, most continued the claim that clientelism surrounding Islamic social 

service provision was behind Islamist political success.26 A notable dissenting opinion 

and by far the most important of these works with regards to Islamic social service 

provision was Clark’s Islam, Charity, and Activism. Drawing on field research in Islamic 

social institutions in Egypt, Jordan, and Yemen, Clark’s study illustrated how, rather than 

being primarily tools to coopt the poor, ISIs are actually important sites of recruitment 

and solidarity-building for the Arab Muslim middle class. Broadening Clark’s focus on 

Islamic social institutions to all types of volunteer associations, I critically engage with 

her assertion of ‘NSPs as self-help’ in Chapters 2, following Harmsen in illustrating that, 

while largely run by middle- and upper-class Jordanians of various backgrounds, 

                                                 
http://www.alibris.com/Private-Voluntary-Organizations-in-Egypt-Islamic-Development-Private-
Initiative-and-State-Control-Denis-J-Sullivan/book/5349930 
25 Quintan Wiktorowicz, The Management of Islamic Activism: Salafis, the Muslim Brotherhood, and 
State Power in Jordan, SUNY Series in Middle East Studies (USA: State University of New York Press, 
2001); Clark, Islam, Charity, and Activism; Quintan Wiktorowicz, ed., Islamic Activism: A Social 
Movement Theory Approach (Bloomington, Ind: Indiana University Press, 2003); Carrie Rosefsky 
Wickham, Mobilizing Islam: Religion, Activism, and Political Change in Egypt (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 2002); Doug McAdam, Sidney Tarrow, and Charles Tilly, Dynamics of Contention 
(Cambridge ; New York: Cambridge University Press, 2001); Jilian Schwedler, Faith in Moderation: 
Islamist Parties in Jordan and Yemen (Cambridge, U.K.; New York: Cambridge University Press, 2007). 
26 Wiktorowicz, Islamic Activism, p. 11; Asef Bayat, “Activism and Social Development in the Middle 
East,” International Journal of Middle East Studies 34 (2002): 1–28. 

http://www.alibris.com/Private-Voluntary-Organizations-in-Egypt-Islamic-Development-Private-Initiative-and-State-Control-Denis-J-Sullivan/book/5349930
http://www.alibris.com/Private-Voluntary-Organizations-in-Egypt-Islamic-Development-Private-Initiative-and-State-Control-Denis-J-Sullivan/book/5349930
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depending on their resource limitations and the services they offer, voluntary associations 

in Madaba largely target the poor.  

 Representing the greatest overlap between the literatures on Jordanian state-

society relations and Islamist social service provision, Harmsen’s published dissertation 

Islam, Civil Society, and Social Work explores the role Muslim voluntary associations 

play in perpetuating patronage or empowering their beneficiaries. Examining the role of 

practices and discourse, Harmsen argues that Muslim welfare associations both reproduce 

patterns of regime and societal patronage and constitute a semi-autonomous civil society 

where independent social and political views can be expressed.27 Generally following a 

structure of examining the history, structure, and influence of welfare providers similar to 

Harmsen’s work, I expand on his study in several ways. First, while Harmsen sampled 

and interviewed organizations all across Jordan in order to understand the specific 

phenomenon of Islamic welfare associations, as mentioned above, my study is 

intentionally limited to the Madaba Governorate in the hope of obtaining an 

understanding of the ‘ecology’ of voluntary associations in a particular location.28 

Second, although Harmsen’s research does incorporate non-Islamic and non-Islamist 

organizations, his study is largely one focused on Muslim voluntary welfare associations 

and their effects (although his sampling methodology is not publicly included for 

review).29 In approaching voluntary associations through random selection, rather than 

looking for a particular phenomenon, my study is more comparative across organization 

of different ideological backgrounds. Third, although Harmsen does devote some 

                                                 
27 Egbert Harmsen, Islam, Civil Society and Social Work: Muslim Voluntary Welfare Associations in Jordan 
between Patronage and Empowerment (Leiden: Amsterdam University Press, 2008), 412–13. 
28 Ibid., 25–32. 
29 Ibid., 24–25. 
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considerable attention to the material practices of state control, patronage, and voluntary 

associations, it is primarily about voluntary associations’ discursive practices focused on 

‘civil society’ as a forum for ideas.30 By contrast, my studies in Chapters 2 and 3 are 

primarily about the concrete institutional connections and practices which characterize 

voluntary associations as a form of welfare provision. 

Finally, in examining the sociopolitical effects of non-state social service 

provision, I draw heavily on Mona Atia’s work, Building a House in Heaven, and other 

scholars writing on neoliberal governmentality.31 In her study of faith-based charitable 

NGOs in Cairo, Atia makes explicit the connection that Harmsen’s discussion of state 

patronage hints at: that charity is an act of governing.32 Using the framework of 

neoliberal governmentality, Atia examines how the Egyptian state and NSPs are 

enmeshed in a new, decentralized web of governance following Egypt’s economic and 

political liberalizations in the 1980s and 90s. As she argues, although the authoritarian 

state remains central in patronizing, regulating, and controlling NSPs, by shifting welfare 

provision from a centralized state to individual providers, neoliberal reforms created a 

new, more decentralized form of governance that has a logic distinct from the state-based 

governance which came before it. Focusing specifically on Islamic faith-based NGOs, 

Atia examines how this new institutional space has helped produce a fused 

                                                 
30 Ibid., 35–67. 
31 Mona Atia, Building a House in Heaven: Pious Neoliberalism and Islamic Charity in Egypt (Minneapolis: 
Univ Of Minnesota Press, 2013); Emel Akcali, “Introduction,” in Neoliberal Governmentality and the Future 
of the State in the Middle East and North Africa (New York City, New York, USA: Palgrave Macmillan, 
2016); Rami Farouk Daher, “Welfare Genocide: Rentierism, Neoliberalism, and the Corporatization of the 
Public Sector in Jordan,” in Neoliberal Governmentality and the Future of the State in the Middle East and 
North Africa (New York City, New York, USA: Palgrave Macmillan, 2016); Emel Akçali, ed., Neoliberal 
Governmentality and the Future of the State in the Middle East and North Africa (New York, NY: Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2016). 
32 Atia, Building a House in Heaven, xviii. 
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neoliberal/Islamic subjectivity in certain populations of Cairo, a fusion she terms “pious 

neoliberalism.”33 While not explicitly focusing on faith-based voluntary associations or 

voluntary associations ability or inclination to produce certain subjectivities, Atia’s 

understanding of charity as a form of neoliberal governmentality forms a major 

theoretical basis of my discussion of the potential effects of NSPs on recipients in 

Chapter 3. 

Methodology in Madaba 

 In this section, I review the methodological choices I made in attempting to 

answer these questions, including the theoretical and practical concerns which drove my 

particular case selection, sampling, interview, and analytical procedures.  

 My first major research decision was to conduct my project almost entirely within 

the confines of Qasbat Madaba, a subsection of Madaba Governorate located about 

twenty miles south of the country’s capital, Amman. Especially given my desire to make 

claims about Jordan as a whole, the choice of a relatively circumscribed research area 

inevitably raises questions about selection bias and exceptional cases. Nevertheless, I 

selected Madaba as my research site for a number of theoretical and practical reasons. 

These included the existence of a variety of identifiable social groups (e.g. Palestinians, 

Transjordanians, Christians, Muslims, tribes) which I had reason to believe may vary in 

their welfare provision, 2) easy access to both urban and rural locations, which also tend 

to vary in welfare provision, 3) the perception that Madaba Governorate had a lower-

than-average refugee population and would therefore be relatively unaffected by the 

Syrian refugee crisis, simplifying my theoretical and empirical work, and 4) the fact that  

                                                 
33 Ibid., xvii–xxii. 
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Figure 0.1: Madaba Governorate in Jordan highlighted in red 

charity organizations’ locations are delineated in terms of qasbaat (districts), permitting 

me a systematic albeit somewhat arbitrary means to control for geography. 

 Rather than an attempt to isolate and explain a single welfare phenomenon across 

Jordan (e.g. Islamic welfare providers, kin mutual aid associations, etc.), my research 

design is more as an attempt to describe and analyze how a variety of these already-

identified social groups and organizations are configured and interact at a particular place 

at a particular time. While the results of such a design may be somewhat idiosyncratic to 

Madaba, by comparing national- and governorate-level data obtained from the Jordanian 

Department of Statistics and associated ministries on relevant indices such as poverty, 

unemployment, and number of welfare associations, in my conclusion I analyze to what 

extent my findings can be generalized to Jordan as a whole. Before moving on to a 

discussion of my sampling method, a special note must be made of my decision to not 

conduct research in Liwa Dhiban, the other major subdivision of Madaba Governorate 

centered on the Dhiban municipality due south of Madaba City. Over the past decade, 
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Dhiban municipality has been a center of anti-regime protests in Jordan. During my stay 

in Madaba, a series of protests erupted in Dhiban over unemployment and the subsequent 

arrest and trial of protestors, with a few also taking place in Madaba. Despite its extreme 

variation in terms of non-state welfare provision (e.g. Liwa Dhiban has four times the 

number of voluntary organizations as Qasbat Madaba per capita, several of my 

interviewees mentioned Dhiban as especially destitute), I elected not to conduct research 

in the area for fear of attracting too much attention from government authorities. This 

decision was also potentially supported by the fact that Liwa Dhiban is administratively 

distinct from Qasbat Madaba in the Ministry of Social Development. However, because 

of this exclusion, my findings may systematically exclude important variation in non-

state welfare providers. 
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Figure 0.2: Map of Madaba Governorate. Qasbat Madaba and its affiliated administrative 

regions highlighted in blue. Liwa Dhiban and its affiliated administrative regions 

highlighted in green. 
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While initially planning to conduct interviews with NSP management, 

employees/volunteers, and beneficiaries, once in Madaba I decided to limit my interview 

pool to managers due to time and resource limitations. In terms of sampling, I pursued a 

simple random sample approach. Drawing from the Jordanian national registry of 

voluntary associations available online and geographically limiting my research to Qasbat 

Madaba, I randomly selected and contacted by phone 47 non-state social service 

providers listed as active (out of a total of 108) in the Madaba area. Random selection 

was achieved through the use of a random number generator. After assigning each 

voluntary association listed in Qasbat Madaba a number from 1-108, I selected the first 

47 non-repeated organizations produced by the random.org number generator. Of these, 

nine were unable to be interviewed. Four were closed, two were cultural/tourism 

associations which did not consider themselves voluntary/charitable associations, two 

refused interview, and one was actually located in Dhiban despite being listed in the 

Madaba register. Of the remaining 38 organizations, 17 were either inaccessible via 

phone or did not respond when called on multiple occasions (although upon discussing 

these organizations with the director of the Voluntary Associations division of the local 

Social Development directorate, I was informed that most were either closed, new and 

not very active, or—in the case of four tribal associations—responsible to the Ministry of 

the Interior), and nine were unable to be interviewed in the time allotted. 

 All told, I was able to conduct interviews with 12 randomly selected voluntary 

associations located in Madaba. Additionally, using a snowball sampling technique from 

my initial interviews as well as personal selection of local government agencies I deemed 

relevant to welfare provision in Madaba through exploration of the secondary literature 
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and the Jordan e-government website, I was able to non-randomly interview the directors 

of six local government or para-government entities, and one owner of a non-profit 

company based in Amman Governorate. 

 While I attempted to conduct as methodologically rigorous sampling as possible, 

it is necessary to recognize the limitations of basing my initial survey off the Jordanian 

national registry of voluntary associations. Perhaps most apparent is the issue of 

unregistered organizations. Although I received the impression from the secondary 

literature and informal conversations with Jordanians residing in Madaba that the issue of 

unregistered organizations was not a major issue in Jordan, scholars have reported a 

proliferation of unregistered individuals organizing to assist Syrian refugees, and during 

an interview the Director of Voluntary Associations for Qasbat Madaba reported the 

presence of several such organizations in and around the Palestinian refugee camp.34 

While not necessarily invalidating my sample, the seemingly disproportionate presence 

of these organizations in Palestinian neighborhoods, the complete absence of 

organizations located in the Camp in my random sample, and Palestinian Jordanians’ 

history of informally organizing may have distorted my findings.35 Those organizations 

unregistered with the state would almost by definition be less dominated than their state-

registered counterparts, potentially receiving money from abroad and organizing 

activities without state approval. Given their informal nature, such groups may also be 

less likely to use state documentation and verification to determine eligibility, an 

important fact in non-state resource distribution, although their very informality probably 

                                                 
34 “Shadow Aid to Syrian Refugees | Middle East Research and Information Project,” accessed October 15, 
2016, http://www.merip.org/mer/mer272/shadow-aid-syrian-refugees; Interview with Government 
Official - 3, August 17. 
35 Baylouny, Privatizing Welfare in the Middle East. 
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makes their receipt of state resources less likely. Furthermore, their alleged focus on 

Syrian refugees is in stark contrast to the registered organizations I interviewed, which by 

and large appear to deal with Jordanian citizens.  

 Another potential limitation for my research is that registered but non-responsive 

organizations may be systematically different from those organizations which responded 

to my request for interview. As illustrated in Figure 0.3 below, 19 of the 38 organizations 

I contacted (50%) either refused interview (2, 5%) or did not respond to my attempts at 

contact (17, 44%). Of the two that refused interview, one was a women’s daycare which 

did so because I was a male, and the other did so without providing me a reason. Of the 

17 non-responses, seven did not respond to repeated phone calls, nine had disconnected 

phone numbers, and one had the wrong phone number listed in the national registry. I 

attempted to control for this potential systemic bias in two other ways. First, I consulted 

with local contacts who were members of a tribe listed in the name of a non-responsive 

association in the hopes that they would be able to put me in touch with the association’s 

head, who they claimed to know. According to my contacts, despite their continued 

presence on the registry, this association was no longer functional.  
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Figure 0.3: Associations contacted for interview, color coded by type, arranged by date of formation within 

type. Color key: Crimson red – Association which refused interview, Red – Closed association, Purple – 

Family/tribal association, Yellow – Cultural association, Brown – Cooperative, Light blue – Political/civil 

society organization, Dark blue – Voluntary association active during Ramadan, Light green – Newly 

formed voluntary association, Green – Active voluntary association 

Responded but refused interview

1 8/16/2010 Refused interview without providing a reason

2 4/16/2014 Refused interview, said it a daycare for women only

Non-Responses

3 12/8/1990 Closed but still listed

4 8/3/2000 Closed but still listed

5 3/25/2004 Closed but still listed

6 8/15/2011 Closed but still listed

7 8/31/2014 Closed but still listed

8 12/20/2014 Closed but still listed

9 1/21/2016 Closed but still listed

10 8/17/2009 Family/tribal association

11 6/22/2010 Family/tribal association

12 5/16/2011 Family/tribal association

13 6/29/2014 Family/tribal association

14 12/6/2010 Cultural association responsible to Ministry of Culture

15 5/27/2009 Cooperative association

16 9/5/1996 Political/civil society organization

17 7/19/2010 Active only during Ramadan

18 5/12/2016 Newly formed voluntary association, not very active

19 6/23/1990 Active voluntary association

Responded but not interviewed in time allotted

20 3/31/2013 Family/tribal association

21 8/14/2012 Political/civil society organization

22 5/21/2014 Political/civil society organization

24 6/28/1956 Active voluntary association

23 6/18/2007 Active voluntary association

25 9/17/2009 Active voluntary association

26 6/28/2010 Active voluntary association

27 12/18/2013 Active voluntary association

28 12/20/2014 Active voluntary association

Responded and interviewed

29 6/29/2014 Family/tribal association

30 11/4/1981 Active voluntary association

31 12/19/1999 Active voluntary association

32 5/13/2004 Active voluntary association

33 7/31/2005 Active voluntary association

34 10/25/2010 Active voluntary association

35 1/1/2011 Active voluntary association

36 4/7/2011 Active voluntary association

37 2/26/2012 Active voluntary association

38 8/20/2013 Active voluntary association

39 7/5/2015 Active voluntary association

40 7/12/2015 Active voluntary association
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Secondly, I checked the 17 uncontactable associations with the local head of the 

Voluntary Associations Division at the Madaba Directorate of Social Development. 

According to him, seven of the 17 organizations (41%, highlighted in red) were listed but 

actually closed, four (23.5%, highlighted in purple) listed were family associations 

responsible to the Ministry of Interior, one (6%, highlighted in yellow) was a cultural 

association responsible to the Ministry of Culture, one (6%, highlighted in light brown) 

was a cooperative association responsible to the Jordanian Cooperative Corporation, one 

(6%, highlighted in light blue) was a political/civil society organization, namely the 

Madaba branch of the Jordanian Women’s Association, one (6%, highlighted in dark 

blue) was a voluntary association that operated only during the month of Ramadan, one 

(6%, highlighted in light green) was a new association formed in 2016 which was not yet 

active, and one (6%, highlighted in green) was an active voluntary association. Taking 

the local head at his word, this leaves a total of four to nine associations (depending on 

whether you include family associations and the cooperative, which are not registered as 

voluntary associations but are still known to provide services) which could have further 

contributed to my research.  

Comparing my non-response and response groups highlights several trends in my 

study. Of the 21 organizations that responded to my request for interview, 17 were 

voluntary associations engaged in non-state social service provision. Of the 12 

organizations I interviewed, 11 were from this group. Two of the 21 organizations were 

family associations which may or may not have provided services, with one of my 12 

interviewees coming from this group.  2 (0 of 12) were political/social organizations 

whose primary purpose was not providing services. All told, despite randomly drawing 
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from the Jordanian National Registry, which several different types of associations, some 

81% (17 of 21) of my respondents were voluntary associations. If all organizations which 

were not reportedly closed had responded, voluntary associations should have made up 

about 62.5% respondent organizations (20 of 32). This distribution structures my research 

findings in at least two significant ways. First, at least for voluntary associations, my 

sampling appears to have been at least broadly representative. Of the 20 reportedly open 

voluntary associations included in my original sample of 47, I randomly contacted 17 

(85%) and interviewed 11 of them (55%). Second, primarily through differential response 

rates, my sample excludes significant numbers of non-voluntary associations which may 

still provide services. Family associations are the most prominent of these, with only 2 of 

6 (33.3%) responding and one (16.6%) eventually being included in my study. Despite 

ostensibly comprising a large segment of non-state social service providers according to 

the secondary literature and interviews, cooperatives were also excluded from my 

sample, although I attempted to mitigate their absence by conducting an interview with 

the head of the local Jordanian Cooperative Corporation tasked with administering 

cooperatives in Madaba Governorate and obtaining JCC internal documents listing the 

cooperatives in Madaba, my ability to substantively describe their activities is limited.  

This disconnect between voluntary and other associations’ response rates in turn 

suggests an important limitation to my study: that my sample (and voluntary associations 

as an institutional type) is skewed towards a ‘dominated’ relationship with the state, a 

finding which pertains to my major argument in Chapter 2. While those organizations 

registered with the Ministry of Social Development appear to be generally contactable, 

responsive, and well-policed by the Ministry, other associations affiliated with the 
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Ministry of Interior or the Jordanian Cooperative Corporation are much more opaque and 

unresponsive. Given Baylouny’s previous work on self-help kin mutual aid associations 

and Jordan’s history of tribal patronage, it is quite possible that these two institutional 

types could experience very different relations with the Jordanian state, including 

substitution, appropriation, or even co-production. As such, in forwarding my arguments, 

I must make very clear that my findings are only applicable to voluntary associations, as 

opposed to all types of non-state social service providers, in Madaba. Undoubtedly, this 

potentially leaves out major portions of non-state social service providers in Jordan. 

However, recognizing these limitations, a study of voluntary associations is nevertheless 

useful. According to the Voluntary Associations head at the Madaba Directorate of Social 

Development, some 58 voluntary associations were active in Madaba in 2016. 36 

Depending on whether he was referring to just Madaba and its surrounding areas or the 

Governorate as a whole, this translates to a reported 53% (58 of 108) or 27.8% (58 of 

208) of organizations in Madaba. Similarly, according to a report from Al-Urdun al-

Jadid, in 2010 voluntary associations comprise 27.2% of associations in Jordan (1,552 of 

5,718), the largest category of associations, followed by cooperatives (22%) and other 

associations (16.6%).37 In terms of membership, voluntary associations are even more 

dominant, reportedly comprising 49.9% (788,000) of association members in Jordan, the 

next highest being vocational organizations with 11.2% (177,256). A similar but less 

apparent issue is that of organizations registered with the state in another Governorate but 

                                                 
36 Interview with Government Official - 3. 
37 “The Reinforcing of Civil Engagement in Jordanian Society and the Increase of Its Influence on Public 
Policy (Translated)” (Al-Urdun Al-Jadid Research Center, 2011), 8, 
http://www.societies.gov.jo/Documents/%D9%88%D8%B1%D9%82%D8%A9%20%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%
B3%D9%8A%D8%A7%D8%B3%D8%A7%D8%AA%20%D9%86%D9%87%D8%A7%D8%A6%D9%8A5578aadf-
9e4c-45fc-b79f-fff134e4205b.pdf. 
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which operate branches in Madaba. Through informal conversations and asking 

interviewees to recommend other voluntary associations, I learned of a number of large, 

important organizations operating in Madaba not listed in the national register, including 

Caritas, the Jordanian Hashemite Fund for Human Development, Tikayet Umm Ali, the 

Society for the Preservation of the Qur’an, and the Islamic Center Charity Society. I 

attempted to account for these organizations both through my interview question and by 

obtaining multiple lists of locally-operating associations compiled by Madaba-based 

NGOs.  

 Upon successfully scheduling an interview with an organization by phone, I 

would proceed to meet with the association or government agency’s director or staff. 

Interview locations were most often at the organization’s offices, although a few took 

place at the interviewee’s home, a café, and (when an association’s office was locked) the 

lobby of the Mayor of Madaba’s office located on the floor above. Interviews followed a 

semi-structured format wherein I asked a flexible set of predetermined questions adapted 

from the questionnaire employed by Cammett in her research for Compassionate 

Communalism (see in index) concerning the organization’s activities, financing, 

administrative structures, member and beneficiary make-up, and relationships with 

governmental agencies and non-governmental organizations.38 Interviews generally took 

between thirty minutes to an hour, depending on the scope of an organization’s activities 

and interruptions, and almost all interviews were conducted primarily in a mix of FusHaa 

and Jordanian `amiyya. The one interview that was not conducted in Arabic was 

conducted in English.  
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 Although I did not experience any major unexpected issues with my interviews, a 

few limitations in my methodology must be noted. First, given my exclusive focus on 

welfare providers rather than recipients, there is almost certainly a systematic bias in my 

interviewees’ perceptions their work. While many of my interviewees were very 

forthright about their activities and their limitations, many were paternalistic in their 

views of their beneficiaries and the power dynamic inherent to the provider-beneficiary 

relationship undoubtedly shaped the answers I received. Second, while I did not expect 

nor perceive any systematic deception from my interviewees, the fact that Jordan is ruled 

by an authoritarian regime with a history of pervasive surveillance of non-state social 

service providers could have affected the answers I received.39 While made with specific 

reference to Islamist social service providers, Marc Lynch’s point that charities have 

good reasons to keep certain activities or connections obscured for fear of government 

attention is valid for all of my interviewed organizations, and preference masking is 

known to be a major issue for researchers conducting fieldwork in authoritarian 

regimes.40 More banally, as NGOs are often a source of symbolic capital in Jordan, 

providers may have had reason to exaggerate their effects on society.41 

 My data analysis is primarily qualitative in nature. After conducting my 

interviews in Arabic, I translated them directly into English and compared respondents’ 

answers across question, special attention to their inter-organizational relationships, 

funding sources, activities, stated outcomes, and processes for determining aid eligibility. 
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Conclusion 

 In this introduction, I outlined the theoretical literatures informing my research 

project. In doing so, I laid out both how I conceptualize welfare, NSPs, NSP-state 

relations, and how I will go about employing these concepts in the Jordanian context. 

Even more importantly, I outlined two key hypotheses from the NSP literature which I 

will engage with in Chapters 2 and 3, namely Cammett and MacClean’s propositions that 

a) domination is an extremely rare subtype of state-NSP relations in the developing world 

that does not merit further study and b) that formally-organized associations tend to be 

better at non-state social service provision than more informally-organized ones. Ialso 

explained the methodology I employed while conducting research to test these 

hypotheses. Ultimately, it lays the groundwork for my overarching argument that, 

voluntary associations in Madaba primarily exist in a state of domination vis-à-vis 

Jordanian state agencies and, despite strict state control, that the decentralization of 

authority to determine eligibility to individual associations does create a meaningfully 

new institutional space for distributing what are often state resources. In Chapter One to 

follow, I expand on this groundwork by providing a detailed history of social welfare 

provision in Jordan over the past century and a half.  
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Chapter 1: A History of Social Welfare in Jordan 

Non-state social service provision in Jordan as it exists today is the product of 

long-running historical forces of state-building, patronage, and the development of social 

actors. Any attempts to explain the situation in Madaba must reference these factors. That 

is my task in this chapter. Situating Madaba within the wider historical context of 

Jordanian state-building and the rise of state-centered welfare provision dating back to 

late Ottoman state-building, I trace a narrative of the political, legal, social, and economic 

developments that led to the emergence of voluntary associations as a prominent portion 

of Madaba’s welfare mix. In doing so, I illustrate that, while existing as an organizational 

form as far back as the 1930s, voluntary associations only emerged in their current 

proliferate numbers in the 1990s and 2000s, largely due the rollback of state welfare 

provision through subsidies and public employment, the resultant rise in poverty, and 

relaxed laws on association formation associated with Jordan’s economic and political 

reforms during the same period. Moreover, I demonstrate how welfare provision in 

Jordan has historically been entangled within wider issues of patronage and state power, 

dynamics which have significantly influenced voluntary associations after liberalization. 

Subduing the Steppe: Ottoman State-building in Transjordan (1850-1920) 

Social Welfare on the Transjordanian Frontier 

 Although ostensibly under Ottoman sovereignty from the 16th century onward, 

aside from the occasional tax expedition the area that would later become Jordan was 

largely outside the control of any state apparatus prior to 1850.42 Instead, a variety of 
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local political arrangements held sway, ranging from networks of agricultural villages in 

the mountains of Jabal `Ajloun in the north to confederacies of Bedouin tribes in Karak 

and `Ma’an in the south.43 The Balqa, the region extending north-south from the Zarqa 

River to the Wadi Mujib and west-east from the Jordan River to the Eastern Desert where 

Madaba is located, was divided. In the defensible mountains of the northwest lay Salt, the 

only year-round settlement in the Balqa and the largest town in Transjordan at the time, 

which subsisted on a mix of subsistence agriculture and trade with Nablus in Palestine.44 

The rest of the region to the southeast, including the area which would later be settled as 

Madaba, was part of the tribal domain of the Bani Sakhr, who subsisted on a diverse mix 

of pastoralism, agriculture, tribute extracted from agriculturalists, and trade with 

settlements.45 

In the context of these stateless sociopolitical configurations, welfare provision in 

Jordan prior to Ottoman state-building was wholly based on religious, tribal, or community 

affiliations. Although characterized as neglectful of social services in the region, the Greek 

Orthodox Church operated at least one school in Salt prior to the arrival of competing 

missionaries in the late 1860s. Similarly, the rural Qadiriyya order provided kuttab schools 

for both settled and nomadic populations in northern Jordan as early as 1848, in addition 

to serving a public health role as healers.46 In terms of resource redistribution, one of the 

most prominent institutions were norms of hospitality centered on the madafa, a guest 

                                                 
43 Ibid., 24–25, 29–31. 
44 Ibid., 27–29. 
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house maintained by the leading families of a given community, which were ubiquitous 

across mid-to-late 19th century Jordan.47While ostensibly geared toward travelling guests, 

an account by Tall illustrates how rituals like guest feasts, where “no fewer than two 

hundred [villagers]…ate from it,” could serve to redistribute resources to the local 

community.48 Finally, especially among the agricultural settlements of Jabal `Ajlun, the 

musha` system, whereby land was collectively owned by a village and periodically 

reassigned to villagers to farm in individual plots, served as an important mechanism for 

redistribution.49 

The Coming of the Ottoman State 

 Under Polanyi’s “Great Transformation” model, this stylized moral economy 

represents Jordan prior to its “double movement” wherein economic and social relations 

remained heavily intertwined. With only a low level of monetarization and no “market 

economy” or state to provide a livelihood, one’s economic survival during this period 

was almost totally a product of local social relations. This system of localized autonomy 

and embedded economy began to come to an end in the 1850s with the arrival of the 

Ottoman state. Driven by the perceived need to reform the Empire’s political, social, and 

economic structures to better compete with the European powers, the Ottoman 

government began implementing the wide-ranging Tanzimat reforms in the 1840s.50 For 

Transjordan, the most important of these reforms included the Ottoman Law of 1858, 

which codified land tenure and began a process of individualizing land ownership away 

                                                 
47 Rogan, Frontiers of the State in the Late Ottoman Empire, 38–39. 
48 Ibid., 40–41. 
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from the musha’ system that would culminate in the 1927-1952 British land settlement; 

the 1864 Vilayet Law, which provided a standard blueprint for state administration in the 

Empire, and whose enforcement began to marginalize the local tribes as independent 

political actors; the construction of new infrastructure in the form of roads, telegraph 

lines, and the Hejaz Railway; and the establishment of a series of land colonies in the 

region’s north and central areas, one of which was the village of Madaba.51 

 Taken together, these reforms substantially altered how resources were 

redistributed in Transjordan. Arguably of most consequence was the beginning of 

registration and individual titling of land, which undermined the musha` system.52 While 

land registration in Jordan tended to confirm relatively equal, preexisting smallholder 

land tenure patterns and avoided the disastrous transfer of peasant lands to absentee 

landlords observed elsewhere in the Middle East, the legal codification and alienation of 

land from the community permitted its commodification and unequal accumulation, 

disembedding a major component of the Jordanian economy from social relations. This, 

combined with the beginnings of monetarization, produced unprecedented social 

inequality with the emergence of three distinct classes: the extremely wealthy 

Syrian/Palestinian merchant effendiyya who accumulated large amounts of land through 

agricultural debt, the smallholding peasants, and an underclass of agricultural wage 

laborers.53 Furthermore, the relatively egalitarian outcome of the land registration process 
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varied depending on location. Whereas the inhabitants of mountainous Jabal `Ajloun and 

the poorer tribes of Balqa divided their lands into individual plots; the Bani Sakhr, the 

largest and most powerful tribe in the Madaba area, notably registered their landholdings 

under the names of a few powerful families and preserved a version of the musha` system 

up to the mid-20th century.54 In a process akin to that observed in Iraq, this permitted the 

organization of several large agricultural plantations around Madaba in the early 20th 

century.55 

Increased state protection also permitted significant inroads by Western Catholic 

and Protestant missionaries, as well as an expansion of the Sufi kuttab schools beginning 

in the 1860s.56 Missionaries from a number of denominations founded schools and health 

clinics open to both Christians and Muslims as a means to convert the local population 

throughout the 1870s and 80s’, most prominently in Salt.57 Western Christian attempts to 

convert indigenous Greek Christians and Muslims in turn resulted in increased provision 

from both the indigenous Orthodox Church, which opened a series of its own parochial 

schools to compete with the newcomers, and the Ottoman state, which opened a series of 

state primary schools in the 1880s when faced with the prospect of parochial schools 

converting Muslims to Christianity.58 When state schools received little interest due to 

fears of school registration rolls being used for army conscription, the Ottoman State first 

forbade Muslims from attending several Christian schools and, when Protestant 
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missionaries disregarded these prohibitions, forcibly closed approximately fifty 

Christian-run schools throughout the Levant from 1886 until the 1890s.  

Madaba: The Founding to the Great War (1881-1920) 

 As with most of the sparsely-populated Balqa plain in the 19th century, the area 

that would be settled as Madaba was located in the tribal domain of the Bani Sakhr tribe, 

and had lacked any permanent settlement for several hundred years prior to the 19th 

century.59 This began to change in the late 1870s, when the Ottoman government granted 

land to Circassian refugees to establish a series of villages in the southern Balqa (the 

most notable being `Amman) as a means to establish state control and settle the 

Bedouin.60 The founding of modern Madaba twenty miles south of Amman resulted from 

the convergence of this colonization process with local political forces in the town of 

Karak to the south. While the exact details of the incident are not particularly important, 

in the late 1870s a feud broke out between the `Uzayzat, a Christian tribe of Karak, and 

the Majali, the dominant Muslim tribe of the settlement. A relatively common 

occurrence, this feud was distinguished by the involvement of Western Latin missionaries 

who perceived the feud as an existentially threatening sectarian conflict rather than a 

tribal dispute and requested permission from the Ottoman government for the Catholic 

‘Uzayzat to settle the Madaba area. Upon receiving the go ahead, the Latin `Uzayzat 

departed Karak for Madaba in 1880-1881, to be followed by two Greek Orthodox clans 

shortly thereafter.  

While averting a potential conflict in Karak, the escape to Madaba produced its 

own set of tensions. Angered at the intrusion into what they claimed as their tribal 
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domain and the Madabans’ refusal to pay tribute, the Bani Sakhr protested the settlement 

with regional Ottoman authorities. Wanting to make an example to the powerful tribes of 

the Balqa, state authorities declared the tribe’s customary land rights to be invalid without 

government registration, taxation, and continued cultivation. Although the Bani Sakhr 

and Madabans engaged in a few bloodless skirmishes, compared to their much more 

violent confrontations with the Circassians to the north, the Bani Sakhr were prevented 

from pressing their claim due to the Madabans’ alliance with the local Bani Hamida tribe 

of Dhiban. With no recourse outside of state authority, as the state intended, the tribe 

began registering its lands under the new land law.61 

 Although the Madaban-Bani Sakhr disputes over land would not be resolved until 

at least the British land registry in the late 1930s, after these early incidents Madaba and 

its surroundings developed in relative security until the end of the Ottoman era.62 New 

roads linking Madaba to Salt and Karak were laid in the late 1890s and early 1900s, a 

major telegraph line from Istanbul to Madina running through Madaba was laid in 1900-

1901, and the Hijaz Railway running through nearby Zizia arrived between 1902-1906.63 

In their consolidated territory surrounding Madaba, the Bani Sakhr established at least 

nineteen villages by 1907 to house Palestinian and Egyptian peasants working on the 

tribe’s corporately-owned land in plantation-style agriculture. Petty traders from Salt 

began trading in Madaba and these surrounding villages by the late 1890s.64 During this 
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time, the Ottoman government also began courting the larger tribes of Transjordan, like 

the Bani Sakhr, whose shaykhs were granted titles and stipends in return for submission. 

Other less populous tribes of the Madaba area were less fortunate, with the Balqawiyya 

tribes and the Bani Hamida complaining of heavy taxation, leading to at least one tax 

revolt among the latter in 1889.65  

As in much of the Levant, this relatively prosperous period abruptly gave way to 

hardship with the start of World War I. Playing off the town’s inability to resist state 

authority due to its vulnerability to the surrounding Bani Sakhr, Ottoman authorities kept 

Madaba in a “near state of siege” for most of the war by requisitioning massive amounts 

of grain, livestock, gold, and others supplies.66 Politically, Madaba’s Roman Catholics 

were singled out by Ottoman authorities as French collaborators (an accusation Rogan 

confirms as probably true), and the Christian notables of the town were exiled to 

Ankara.67 For their part, the Bani Sakhr were in a much better position to negotiate the 

rigors of war, with various branches of the tribe siding with the Ottomans or the 

Hashemite-led Arab Revolt depending on what they stood to gain. When the Ottoman 

government requested supplies from the tribe in return for a large amount of gold, the 

Bani Sakhr took the gold and simply moved their herds out of the range of government 

authorities, leaving Madaba to bear an even greater burden.68 Following the end of the 

war, the Bani Sakhr resumed raids on Madaba before government authority was restored 

by the British.69 
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The Legacy of the Ottoman State 

The process of late Ottoman state-building in Madaba marked the beginning of 

several long-term political, economic, and social dynamics in Madaba which continue to 

varying degrees to the present-day. The most essential of these are the relationships 

between Madaba’s various social groups, most prominently that between the descendants 

of the town’s original Christian inhabitants and those of the surrounding tribes who 

would settle in the city later in the 20th century. While it is important to recognize 

religious relations in Madaba as variable across time and mediated by other factors like 

class and gender, the Christian/Muslim distinction in Madaba has generally remained a 

relevant one when discussing social welfare. As highlighted by the early Madabans’ 

leadership by an Italian Catholic priest and collaboration with the French during the First 

World War, Christians in Madaba have historically tended to have better access to 

international networks than their Muslim compatriots, a fact reflected in the present-day 

in the town’s hosting of several international Christian social service providers such as 

Caritas and Sermig.70 Christians also remain a distinct community in social service 

provision in their running of several private schools, Christian community cooperatives, 

and voluntary associations. 

Additionally, as illustrated by the 1880s’ school controversy, the act of provision 

has historically had strong political importance in Jordan. Faced with a threat to its 

popular legitimacy through its failure to uphold proper Islamic morality, the Ottoman 

state was forced to provide its own set of schools to meet public demand and, when this 
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initiative failed, severely repress Christian educational providers. Arguably present in 

every state (famously, the US government began offering free school breakfasts in 

response to the Black Panthers’ free breakfast program), this tension has been prominent 

throughout much of Jordanian history. To this day, the Jordanian state heavily monitors 

and represses independent social service providers, most prominently those operated by 

the country’s Muslim Brotherhood. As I will discuss below, this dominating relationship 

has significant effects on voluntary associations, both as welfare providers and political 

actors.  

 Finally, the Ottoman state’s strategy of selectively coopting the Jordanian tribes 

began a trend which has continued in varying degrees and forms throughout Jordanian 

history. As discussed below, the central government acted through tribal intermediaries 

for much of Jordan’s early history. Although this tendency has ebbed and flowed 

depending on the political and social contexts over the past century, in continuing to 

imbue Jordan’s tribes with power, be it through distributing material rewards through 

tribal sheikhs, assigning ministers from particular prominent families, or incorporating 

tribal symbols into expressions of Jordanian national identity, the Jordanian state has 

given the tribes a material and discursive reality that does not necessarily hold elsewhere 

in the Middle East.71 Although the product of early state-building decisions, discourses 

and practices emphasizing tribes and kinship have long since expanded beyond the 

purview of the state, with societal actors drawing on tribalism to legitimate a variety of 
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ends, including opposition to the state.72 This fact is best reflected in social welfare by the 

emergence of kin mutual aid associations among essentially all segments of Jordanian 

society following the neoliberalization of the 1990s.73 

‘Soldiering, Subsidies, and Relief Work’: Welfare in the Mandate (1921-1951) 

 Following the Ottoman defeat in World War I, the area that is now Jordan 

eventually came under the control of the United Kingdom. Initially conceived by the 

British as little more than a buffer zone between Iraq and Palestine, the Emirate of 

Transjordan under the British Mandate would pursue a series of policies that qualitatively 

altered the nature of Jordan’s welfare regime. Whereas during the Ottoman period the 

vast majority of Transjordanians achieved material security through a mix of agriculture, 

pastoralism, raiding, and norms of hospitality; increased state provision through public 

employment and tribal subsidies and the undermining of traditional sources of provision 

during the 1930s brought the state’s share in welfare provision to new levels. At the same 

time, it was during this period that the first evidence of what we would describe as 

voluntary associations emerged. 
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The Mandate 

 British commitments in Transjordan during the Mandate centered on three 

objectives: 1) ensuring that the French position in Syria did not threaten their possessions 

in the Fertile Crescent, 2) ensuring that disorder in Jordan did not spill over into 

Mandatory Palestine, and 3) achieving the previous two objectives as cheaply as 

possible.74 After the fall of the Faysali Kingdom in 1920, the British initially tried to 

accomplish these goals through a set of local governments centered on `Ajlun, the Balqa, 

Karak, and Ma`an, only to see this scheme fail miserably.75 Then, as has been famously 

recounted elsewhere, Winston Churchill convinced the Amir `Abdullah bin Hussein, who 

had been passing through Jordan with an armed force to reclaim his brother Faysal’s 

kingdom in Syria, to act as the British’s agent in Jordan for a six month trial period. 

Needless to say, `Abdullah’s tenure was extended.  

 In pursuing the mandate to maintain order on the East Bank, Amir `Abdullah and 

his British advisers were faced with two major, interconnected issues: 1) ensuring 

internal peace in a independently armed tribal society with established norms of raiding 

and 2) providing external security from the attacks of the Saudi Wahhabi Ikhwan, who 

launched a series of devastating raids on the Bedouin of the Eastern Desert in the late 

twenties and early thirties.76 Although differing in their approaches, `Abdullah and his 

advisers both pursued these goals with strategies of selective incorporation which 

significantly altered the welfare mix for certain components of the Transjordanian 
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population. In the early years of the Mandate, `Abdullah moved to ally himself with 

powerful tribes like the Bani Sakhr and Huwaytat, repeating the Ottomans’ repertoire of 

showering favored sheikh with titles and, when he could afford it, cash gifts.77 Such favor 

had important effects in the Madaba area, where `Abdullah personally intervened in favor 

of the Bani Sakhr in their long-running land disputes with the Madabans.78 While the 

state’s significantly heavier hand in the settled area near the Jordan River prompted the 

Kura (1921) and `Adwan (1923) rebellions, by and large this strategy was successful 

when complimented with the British authorities’ development of military institutions, 

namely the Reserve Force (later renamed the Arab Legion) and John Bagot Glubb’s 

Desert Force.79 

Militarizing Welfare 1.0 

 Initially conceived of as wholly military institutions, a series of disastrous events 

beginning in the mid-1920s prompted the British to expand the Reserve and Desert Force 

to serve welfare functions. First, a series of raids by the Saudi Ikhwan and Wahhabi-

inspired tribes resulted in several nomadic tribes’ losing significant portions of their 

herds. Second, a series of droughts from 1929-1936 reportedly resulted in Transjordan’s 

Bedouin losing 70% of their livestock from 1932-1936 (with 1932 being already a scarce 

year). Tribes in the Madaba area had mixed experiences during this period. Although the 

Bani Sakhr were relatively unaffected during the early years due to their agricultural 

lands surrounding Madaba, they were one of the tribes most affected by the Saudi raids. 

By 1934, 84% of the Huwaytat, Sirhan, and Bani Sakhr tribes combined suffered from 
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malnutrition. The Khuraysha clan, one of the most powerful in the Bani Sakhr 

confederacy, reportedly only survived by engaging in wage labor in Palestine.80 The Bani 

Hamida of Dhiban, in the process of transitioning from sheep herding to cultivation 

during the period, were hit even worse given their bad land and general lack of 

agricultural skills.81 

 It is in this context of extreme scarcity that the state’s qualitative leap in welfare 

provision occurred.82 Early state efforts to alleviate the crisis generally focused on tax 

exemption, with subsequent efforts to distribute grants and loans to improve agricultural 

productivity, although these were largely unsuccessful.83 Fearful of increased raiding as 

tribes sought to replenish their herds by stealing from each other, upon his arrival in 

Transjordan in 1930, Glubb also began the distribution of subsidies to shaykhs in earnest. 

According to Bocco and Tell, these stipends were almost certainly distributed to shaykhs’ 

tribal compatriots.84 Intermittently employed, this practice was again resumed following 

the outbreak of the Palestine Revolt in 1936 in order to maintain order.85  

More revolutionary though was the expansion of public and military employment 

in a deliberate bid to provide welfare. Beginning in the early 1930s, public works such as 

road construction became an important welfare instrument. Averaging 3,100 pounds 

sterling annually between 1933 and 1935, state expenditures on public works jumped to 

19,000 in 1936 in a bid to maintain order following the outbreak of the Palestine Revolt, 
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and were deliberately targeted to reach as many people as possible.86 Semi-

governmentally, the relief committee of the Arab Legion also raised 15,000 pounds in 

charity funds in the early 1930s, the major sum of which went to the employment of 

tribesmen in relief work; with the Bani Hamida, Bani Sakhr, Balqawiyya, and Madaban 

tribes among those receiving aid.87 Similarly, while initially planning to create a 

mercenary force of tribesmen from outside of Transjordan, upon seeing the devastation of 

the 1930s famine, Glubb decided to utilize the Desert Force (and later the Arab Legion) 

as a means of distribution. With a soldier’s salary able to provide for several families, 

Glubb targeted recruitment to those tribes worst affected by the famine, with the Arab 

Legion reaching 3,700 men in the lead-up to World War II.88 Both of these institutions 

were dramatically expanded during the war, with British military spending swelling 

public works employment to 6,000 tribesmen and the Arab Legion to 8,000.89 

While the potent combination of “soldiery, subsidies, and relief work” played an 

important part in staving off humanitarian disaster, the massive expansion of the 

government’s role in the Transjordanian economy simultaneously affected significant 

political and social relations in the Emirate. As discussed by Eilon, although `Abdullah’s 

decision to act through, rather than against, the tribes saved them from the 

marginalization they experienced elsewhere in the Middle East, the state’s increasing 

relationship with the shaykhs fundamentally altered the latter’s relationship with their 

compatriots.90 Whereas historically the shaykhs’ authority was to a large extent based on 
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his moral standing as a first among equals, under the new system it was primarily a result 

of his institutionalized relationship with the state and the resources (often channeled 

directly through the person of the monarch) this could bring. This, combined with the 

shaykhs’ need to constantly attend court in Amman and the targeted recruitment of 

shaykhs’ sons into the Arab Legion as officers, both neutralized the tribes as a force 

existentially independent of the state and created incentives for tribes to fracture as they 

fought over the provision of state resources.91 As illustrated by Brand and explored in my 

discussion of the Royal Hashemite Court’s social assistance program in Chapter 2, this 

conception of the state as a distributor of resources through the person of the monarch 

remains an important institutional set-up for how welfare resources are distributed in 

Jordan.92 Simultaneously, the massive influx of Transjordanians into public and military 

employment introduced the practice of using state employment as a form of social 

welfare. As will be discussed below, this trend to encompass up to 90% of the population 

in certain areas of Jordan by the late 1980s, leaving many Jordanians vulnerable to the 

contraction of this system in the 1990s, in turn driving the demand for non-state social 

service provision.93  

 While largely secondary to the expansion of state employment in discussions of 

welfare, another important development during the Mandate era was the first emergence 

of voluntary associations (jamiyyaat khariyya) organized along modern bureaucratic lines 

in Jordan. While one voluntary association was organized in Jordan prior to World War I 

(the Orthodox Church’s ‘House of Charity,’ organized in Madaba in 1912), it was only 
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with the rise of an urban merchant middle class after the war that the mode of organizing 

became popular.94 A series of Orthodox and Circassian associations were formed in the 

1920s, the 1930s saw the emergence of ‘civil society’ organizations focused on raising 

awareness of the Palestine issue, and the first women’s associations, dedicated to 

improving the social conditions of Jordanian women, were formed in the 1940s. The 

Jordanian Muslim Brotherhood, which would eventually come to be perceived as 

dominating non-state social service provision in Jordan, was founded in 1945 by `Abdul-

Latif Abu Qura of Salt and a group of Transjordanian merchants under the patronage of 

Amir `Abdullah.95 In response to this growth in organizing, the Mandate also saw the 

passage of the first laws regulating associational life in Transjordan, most notably the 

Public Meetings Law of 1933. Primarily as a means to control political activism on the 

Palestine, these early legal instruments presaged later attempts by the state to control civil 

society through the instruments of law.96 While not completely altering the face of 

Jordanian society, the seeds of voluntary association development planted during the 

Mandate period would come to bloom following Jordan’s independence in 1946 and the 

Palestine War of 1948. 

The Boom: Oil and the Golden Age of the Jordanian Welfare State (1951-1989) 

The early decades of the Jordanian monarchy under King Hussein were a 

formative period for both non-governmental and governmental welfare provision. With 

the massive influx of Palestinian refugees following the 1948 war and `Abdullah’s 

annexation of the West Bank, a whole range of international and local actors mobilized to 
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provide much needed social services. At the same time, this cohort of generally better 

educated Palestinians, along with rising education levels among Transjordanians and the 

expansion of the state bureaucracy, combined to produce a middle-class with the 

resources and know-how to organize themselves along the lines of “modern” civil society 

organizations. Many of these organizations provided their members with welfare 

services. Egged on by increasing demands and revenues, for its part the Jordanian state 

drastically expanded its welfare commitments through increased employment and 

subsidies through the 1980s. Despite this unparalleled prosperity, this period was also 

characterized by unprecedented political repression and, whether by virtue of politics, 

class, or country of origin, many Jordanians were systematically excluded from the 

benefits of increased state provision.  

The 1950s: Palestinians, Voluntary Associations, and Jordanian ‘Civil Society’ 

 

 Undoubtedly, the most far-reaching event to affect the newly independent 

Kingdom of Transjordan was the Arab-Israeli War of 1948. Having negotiated with the 

Zionist leadership prior to the war’s outset, King `Abdullah entered the war in Palestine 

to secure Transjordanian control of the ‘Arab’ portion of Palestine allocated by the 

United Nations.97 During and after the hostilities, some 750,000 Palestinians fled or were 

forced to leave Palestine for neighboring countries by Israeli forces. A significant portion 

of these refugees ended up in Transjordan. Following the war `Abdullah announced the 

annexation of the West Bank and the creation of the Kingdom of Jordan in 1950. All told, 
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between the influx of refugees to the East Bank and the annexation of the West Bank, 

Jordan’s population grew from a pre-1948 400,000 to 1,200,000.98 

 In the short-term, the immediate aftermath of the war prompted a marked increase 

in organized charitable activities among private Jordanians to distribute food, clothing, 

shelter, and medical care to the refugees in the late 1940s and 1950s, with several of the 

organizations founded during the Mandate expanding their operations to provide aid.99 In 

the long-term, the refugee crisis brought a number of international social service 

providers to Jordan, most notably the United Nations Work and Relief Agency for 

Palestine Refugees (UNRWA), which settled Palestinian refugees in thirteen camps in 

urban areas around Jordan, and which continues to provide education and healthcare for 

Palestinian residents in Madaba.100 In addition to providers founded specifically in 

response to the refugee crisis, several long-running Jordanian NGOs were also founded in 

the 1950s, including the Jordanian Young Women’s Christian Association (1950), which 

registered a branch in Madaba in 1956 which continues operations to the present-day.101 

All told, the number of charitable associations rose from 65 in 1953 to 196 in 1958.102 

This proliferation of civil society organizations in turn resulted in the creation of new 

state institutions to regulate associational life, with the creation of a special department in 

the Ministry of Health for voluntary societies in 1949 and the subsequent creation of the 
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Ministry of Social Affairs, charged with monitoring voluntary work, in 1951.103 A new 

law regulating voluntary associations was passed in 1956, and the General Union of 

Voluntary Associations (GUVS), the government-affiliated corporatist organization in 

charge of coordinating voluntary associations, was founded in 1959.104 

The 1957 Crackdown and the rise of Islamic social service providers 

Arguably the most open period in Jordan’s modern political history, the first 

liberal era came to an abrupt end in mid-1957 with the failure of the Jordanian National 

Movement under Suleyman Nabulsi, a staged self-coup attempt against King Hussein, 

and the imposition of a martial law which would remain in effect until the regime-led 

liberalization of 1989.105 As part of the crackdown, the recently burgeoning civil society 

was heavily repressed. Official political life was outlawed and several voluntary 

associations linked to independent political activity were forcibly closed by the state.106 

It is in this context of civil society suppression that the rise of Islamic social 

service providers generally, and the Muslim Brotherhood specifically, took place. In the 

wake of the regime’s conflict with the leftist Jordanian National Movement in the 1950s 

and the Palestininian liberation movement in the 1960s, the more-socially-than-

politically-minded Jordanian Islamist movement was viewed by the Hashemite regime as 

an ideal social ally to keep anti-regime forces contained.107 While the cooperative 
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relationship between the state and the Islamist movement has been overstated, the 

Muslim Brotherhood’s favorable position vis-à-vis other societal actors allowed it to 

receive significant external funding and operate with relative impunity from the 1950s 

until the 1990s.108 

 From the 1950s to 1990s, these factors allowed the Jordanian Muslim 

Brotherhood to organize one of the most extensive social service networks in Jordan 

under the umbrella of the Islamic Center Charity Society (ICCS), founded in 1963.109 

Originally concerned primarily with charity and social work, the group branched out into 

primary education in the 1950s and secondary education and healthcare in the 1960s.110 

By 1995, the group had come to operate 40 schools and kindergartens, 23 Islamic centers, 

14 health clinics, and two hospitals, and was the most financially well-endowed non-

royal NGO in Jordan.111 Although initially concentrated in the Palestinian population 

centers of Amman, Zarqa, and Irbid, the ICCS extended its operations to Madaba with 

the founding of an Islamic center in 1987, and by 1997 there were reportedly two centers 

in the governorate. Currently, in keeping with the general description of Islamist social 

services, the Islamic Center of Madaba is located in the Tabileh refugee camp (founded 

1968) and appears to focus its efforts on the city’s Palestinian population. Although the 

ICCS and other Islamic NGOs do conduct activities catering to the poor, as Clark has 
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illustrated, the prices of its relatively high-quality educational and medical services are 

largely outside of the means of poorer Jordanians (who use decidedly inferior state 

services). Historically, the group has catered to the predominantly Palestinian, 

Islamically-inclined middle-class which was excluded from the state welfare associated 

with public employment.112 

 From the late 1980s to the present, the relationship between the Jordanian state 

and the Jordanian Muslim Brotherhood has provided a good example of the cat-and-

mouse game of state domination for all voluntary associations in Jordan. Despite 

enjoying a relatively beneficial relationship with the state from the 1950s onward, 

following the 1989 liberalization the Muslim Brotherhood has come to form the main 

opposition group in Jordanian politics. Despite this, the group has been careful to tow a 

fine line regarding the Hashemite regime. The organization’s political wing, the Islamic 

Action Front (IAF), ran candidates in the 1989 and 1993 elections, but never enough to 

achieve a majority despite strong electoral performances (they would boycott the 1997 

and 2007 elections over unfair electoral procedures).113 Despite its opposition, King 

Hussein attempted to coopt the group by appointing five Muslim Brothers to the cabinet 

for four months in 1991, with the MB Minister of Social Development Yusuf al-Azm 

using his brief term to establish more than fifty Islamic voluntary welfare associations in 

Jordan, some of which did not meet state legal requirements.114  

In the 2000s, the organization came under increased government harassment, 

including government seizure of the ICCS in 2009 under dubious allegations of 
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corruption.115 This trend culminated in a government-sponsored split in 2013-2014 

between the organization’s pro- and anti-regime wings, the latter of which registered as 

the new Muslim Brotherhood Society (MBS).116 After MBS complaints that the original 

JMB was operating illegally using its name (the JMB is not, and has never been officially 

‘registered’), a Jordanian court ordered the seizure and transfer of JMB assets (except the 

IAF) to the MBS in 2015.117 Although the IAF won a plurality in the 2016 parliamentary 

elections (compared to the MBS’ zero), this was lower than expected, and at the time of 

writing it remains an open question as to whether or not the JMB will be outright 

banned.118 

State Employment, Subsidies, and the Roaring Seventies 

While the expansion of the non-state social service sector during the early 

monarchy highlights the gaps in state welfare provision in the early Kingdom, an 

exclusive focus on NGOs obscures the incredible degree to which the trend of state 

welfare provision begun under the Mandate continued and expanded through the 1980s. 

From the 8,000 men employed by the Arab Legion at the end of World War II 

(approximately 2% of Transjordan’s pre-1948 population), some 30% of eligible village 

men in the mostly rural country were serving in the Jordanian military by 1960.119 

Similarly, the public sector continually expanded throughout the sixties, seventies, and 
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eighties, reaching a point where the military and civil service combined comprised 47% 

of the Jordanian workforce in 1991. In 1989, over 90% of the workforces of Karak, 

Tafileh, and Ma`an were employed in the public sector, and even more “Palestinian”areas 

like Zarqa and `Amman averaged around 60%.120 Despite data for the governorate being 

unavailable, given its location and the make-up of its population Madaba was probably 

just somewhat higher than the latter. At least initially, this expansion did not necessarily 

exclude Palestinian Jordanians. Although the Hashemite regime made a deliberate 

decision to recruits it military, especially the officer corps, from the Transjordanian 

tribes, until the 1960s Palestinians could and did seek work in the country’s expanding 

state bureaucracy.121 

 It was only after the 1967 Six-Day War, during which the country both lost 

control of the West Bank (it would not renounce sovereignty until 1988) and received an 

additional several hundred thousand Palestinians onto the East Bank, that this relatively 

equitable arrangement came to an end. Although the loss of the holy sites of Jerusalem 

and the relatively arable land of the West Bank were significant political and economic 

losses for Jordan, perhaps more devastating for the country was the war’s indirect 

aftereffects. Having destroyed faith among Palestinian Jordanians in Arab nationalism’s 

ability to rectify the Palestine issue, the 1967 war helped popularize the nascent 

Palestinian nationalist movement as represented by the Palestine Liberation 

Organization.122 Organizing in the country’s several refugee camps, towards the end of 

the 1960s the PLO increasingly agitated against the Hashemite regime, culminating in 
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several assassination attempts on King Hussein. He responded with force against 

Jordanian civilians unparalleled in Jordanian history in what has since become known as 

Black September, or the Jordanian Civil War.123  

 The primary consequence of Black September in terms of welfare provision was 

the definitive division of the Jordanian labor market and welfare regimes between the 

Transjordanian-dominated public sector and the Palestinian-dominated private sector.124 

In the weeks following the conflict, thousands of Palestinians were purged from the state 

bureaucracy under suspicion of being sympathetic to the PLO, and a sense of ‘East 

Banker firstness’ was adopted in recruitment for civil service jobs.125 Although there are 

of course exceptions to both characterizations, with highly-placed Palestinians in 

government and successful Transjordanian businessmen, from Black September up to the 

present-day increases in state provision have tended to disproportionately benefit 

Transjordanians, with around one-third of the state budget in the 1970s being spent on 

southern Jordan, an overwhelmingly Transjordanian region home to approximately 10% 

of the country’s population.126 Lacking access to government employment, many 

Palestinian Jordanians instead found work as professionals in the booming Gulf 

economies following the 1973 oil price revolution.127 The remittances they sent home 

would help drive the arguably most prosperous period in Jordanian economic history. 

 The amount of rent the Jordanian government derived from the Gulf oil boom 

simply beggars belief. In 1980, at the height of the late 20th century oil boom, 
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approximately 40% of Jordan’s labor force worked abroad and 54% of the annual budget 

was derived from foreign sources of income, primarily remittances from workers in the 

Gulf or direct bilateral aid from the US or Gulf countries.128 From 1970 to 1980, foreign 

aid was equivalent to about 30% of the country’s GDP.129 This massive influx of 

financial resources over the course of the 1970s had drastic effects on the Jordanian 

welfare regime, causing a massive expansion of state welfare benefits for those that had 

them and a flurry of self-organizing to provide similar services among those who did not. 

During this time, state employees (if they were male, to be discussed in Chapter 3) 

received health and social security benefits for their entire families, and were eligible for 

state-subsidized higher education. Additionally, military personnel were eligible for 

retirement and a pension at age 30 which, while not enough to live off of, provided a 

stable source of income while its recipient navigated Jordan’s volatile job market.130 For 

the Palestinians in the private sector, remittances from relatives helped supplement 

incomes and provided the resources to organize self-help welfare provision in 

professional associations, kin mutual aid associations, and charities like the ICCS.131 

 The 1970s also saw the emergence of conceptions of non-state welfare as a form 

of development in Jordan.132 As discussed above, from the Kingdom’s founding through 

the 1960s, voluntary associations in the country were generally run by either wealthy 

women or religious groups and were operated according what Atia describes as a khayr 
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wa khalas mentality of providing direct financial aid without attention to its long-term or 

systemic implications.133 While this form of provision by no means disappeared and 

continues to form a significant subcomponent of voluntary associations in Madaba, 

beginning in the 1970s there was an attempt to shift charitable efforts towards 

development, as reflected in the Ministry of Social Affairs changing its name to the 

current Ministry of Social Development in 1979. Two of the major Royally-Initiated 

NGOs (RINGOs) which continue to operate in Madaba were also founded during this 

period: the Queen Alia Fund (later renamed the Jordanian Hashemite Fund for Human 

Development, JOHUD) in 1977 and the Noor al-Hussein Foundation in 1985.134 Despite 

restrictions on political organizing following Black September, voluntary associations 

also proliferated during this period, with at least ~400 organizations formed from 1968 to 

1989, compared to a total of 107 in 1959.135 At least eight voluntary associations were 

formed in Madaba Governorate (including Liwa Dhiban) during this period according to 

a 2002 registry, six of which remained on the national registry for voluntary associations 

during the summer of 2016.136 

 In addition to funding the variety of state and private welfare schemes, the influx 

of Gulf capital had the knock-on effect of driving up inflation, with the cost of living 

increasing by 300% between 1972 and 1982. This prompted the Jordanian government to 
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establish the Ministry of Supply to administer subsidies in 1974. Maximum prices or 

progressive cost schemes were set on sensitive products like petroleum, basic foodstuffs, 

electricity, and water; and the state imported goods to provide at below market cost to 

state employees through a semi-governmental network of civil and military 

commissaries. All of these measures served to drive down market prices, incentivizing 

further consumption while adding massive expenditures to the state budget.137 Between 

state social service provision for Transjordanians and well-funded private schemes for 

professional Palestinians, while they lasted, the seventies and eighties were in many ways 

the golden age of social welfare provision for the average Jordanian. Fueled by a 

seemingly endless supply of oil wealth, the Jordanian state took on an increasing set of 

welfare commitments which, while primarily benefiting Transjordanians, indirectly 

benefited all of Jordan’s population. As a result, by the mid-1980s poverty was 

effectively eradicated in the country. Unfortunately, the good times would soon come to 

an end. 

The Bust: Liberalization and the Privatization of Jordanian Welfare (1989-2016) 

The Fiscal Crisis of the Jordanian State 

 Following the turmoil of the Iranian Revolution in 1979 and the beginning of the 

Iran-Iraq War beginning in 1980, the Gulf oil economy began to contract as global 

demand for oil slumped in the early-to-mid 1980s. This reduced both remittances from 

Jordanians working in the Gulf and the ability of Gulf States to make good on the $1.25 

billion they pledged in bilateral aid to Jordan at the 1979 Arab League Summit in 
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Baghdad.138 Despite attempts by the Jordanian government to adapt to this situation 

through domestically-initiated economic reform, Jordan’s ‘bourgeois-bureaucratic 

alliance’ of private sector businessmen and state officials dependent on protectionist 

policies and high public spending effectively prevented meaningful change.139 This 

failure resulted in massive budget shortfalls, with the annual budget deficit increasing 

from $95 million in 1975 to $2.1 billion in 1988, an over 2000% increase. As the 

Jordanian government turned to external lenders to cover this deficit, foreign debt 

mushroomed from less than $1 billion in 1978 to $9 billion in 1989, twice Jordan’s 

annual GDP during the period.140 This situation came to a head in early 1989, when the 

Jordanian government ceased servicing its foreign bilateral loans and the Jordanian dinar 

lost almost half its value overnight.141 

 The Jordanian government approached the International Monetary Fund to 

restructure Jordan’s loans in March 1989. The following month, the country signed its 

first five-year structural adjustment agreement which, with a brief period of suspension 

due to the 1990-1991 Gulf War, would remain in effect until 1995. The agreement’s 

required policies were fairly typical of IMF and World Bank recommendations of the 

time; including reduced public expenditures, trade and financial liberalization, and the 

privatization of public enterprises.142 Despite strong government, popular, and scholarly 

rhetoric to the contrary, according to Hamid, the nature of the 1990s reforms carried out 
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under King Hussein is more complicated than is commonly argued. With the exception of 

the hotel industry, government ownership of the economy did not change significantly, 

protectionist tariffs were only lifted for economic sectors which did not have a domestic 

constituency in Jordan, and, while reduced, public employment remained around 35% of 

the workforce by 1996.143 According to Moore, public sector hiring may have even 

increased by 10% during the mid-1990s, while spending on wages and salaries reportedly 

increased by 70%.144 Despite signing a second agreement with the IMF in 1995, in 1998 

the Jordanian government preemptively renounced its structural adjustment commitments 

and in 1999 a local columnist described Jordan’s economic reform as having “hardly left 

the starting block.”145 

Subsidy Cuts, Bread Riots, and Means-Testing Welfare 

 However, this is not to imply that early economic liberalization did not have 

significant impacts on the economic livelihoods of Jordanians. A major IMF target which 

the government did take action on was the issue of subsidies for food and fuel. Following 

the signing of the structural adjustment agreement and the implementation of austerity in 

early-to-mid 1989, prices increased 50% on fuel, cigarettes, phone bills, and residential 

water.146 Riots erupted across the country, most notably in Ma`an, a traditional 

stronghold of regime support, where seventeen people were injured in clashes with 

security forces.147 According to Lucas, it was this apparent breach in the regime’s ruling 
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coalition that prompted King Hussein to begin Jordan’s political liberalization.148 While 

the structural adjustment program was temporarily suspended from 1991 to 1994 due to 

the Second Gulf War, Jordan and Palestine’s support for Saddam Hussein in the conflict 

cost the country dearly, with Kuwait ejecting approximately 300,000 Palestinian 

Jordanian expatriates working there after the country’s liberation.149 Subsidies were again 

the target for elimination in the 1995-1996 IMF agreement. Cuts tripled the price of bread 

in late 1996, resulting in violent riots in Karak which had to be put down by the Jordanian 

Army.150 As a result, poverty rates soared from close to zero in the late 1980s to 30% in 

the mid-1990s.151 

 During this period the nature of state welfare provision also assumed new forms 

congruent to a liberal welfare regime as directed towards the poor, generally centered on 

means-testing. In a bid to maintain social and political support, as it rolled back state 

subsidies the Jordanian government simultaneously attempted to offset rising costs with a 

number of programs. Government food coupons were first offered to all Jordanians in 

1990, with the program later morphing into the Family Income Supplement Program, 

which grants $130 annually for families of six earning less than $700 per month.152 

Attempting to prevent protests similar to those seen in 1989, in anticipation of the 1996 

subsidy cut, the Jordanian government violated its IMF agreement by increasing state 

employee salaries to compensate for the cost of the subsidy removal (about $1.80 per 
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household).153 Finally, the government expanded the National Aid (founded 1986) and 

Zakat Funds to provide income supplements to the poor, with the former providing the 

unemployable poor between $35 to $70 a month and the latter providing an average of 

$11 a family. Around 300,000 people received help from one of these government 

programs or private charities in the late 1990s. Despite these efforts, social welfare 

programs remain underfunded and circa 2008 reached only approximately 20% of those 

in need of assistance, with Palestinians being disproportionately excluded due to their 

lack of state employment.154  

Militarizing Welfare 

The 1990s also saw the beginning of what Baylouny terms the ‘militarization’ of 

Jordanian welfare, although in the context of the Mandatory government policies 

described above, one could very well call it the ‘remilitarization’ of provision. For 

although the military has had an important distributional role in Jordanian society since 

the 1930s, the unprecedented prosperity of the 1970s permitted the Hashemite regime to 

offer a much broader social bargain which incorporated most if not all of Jordanian 

society into its patronage network. The contraction in government spending brought 

about by liberalization has in some sense produced a return to form in state provision, 

with the government targeting its resources to a specific subset of Transjordanians 

affiliated with the military.155 While budget reductions forced the Jordanian government 

to cut or diffuse its social spending across several means-tested programs, as a proportion 
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of the national budget military spending increased, coming to one-fourth of government 

spending in 1998. In the climate of austerity, military welfare both deepened and 

widened. Whereas other public sector employees were either terminated or received cuts 

in benefits, military benefits in the form of pensions, scholarships, and free healthcare 

actually increased. Furthermore, as a percentage of the workforce, military employment 

increased to 10% by 1997, with 20% of the labor force in rural areas working for the 

army.  

The Privatization of Welfare 

 Although these state measures softened the blows of economic liberalization for 

those with public employment, the insufficiency of means-tested public assistance to both 

reach all of the population and cover the cost of living resulted in rising poverty which, 

combined with the ostensibly liberalizing public sphere, resulted in a massive 

proliferation of civil society organizations during the 1990s. Voluntary societies rose 

from 433 to 756 (+74%) for all of Jordan from 1989 to 1999, with an increase of some 61 

organizations from the end of 1998 to the end of 1999. The number of associations in 

Madaba Governorate (including Liwa Dhiban) increased above the national average, 

rising from 9 to 20 (+120%) from 1990 to 1999. As of 2016, 5 of the 11 Madaba 

Governorate organizations founded during this period remain on the national registry. 

Economically, these voluntary associations contributed approximately 266 million dollars 

to the Jordanian economy, or 3.2% of the country’s GDP, in 1992.156 As documented by 

Baylouny, kin mutual aid associations directed at self-help among the middle class 

(which register as both voluntary associations and cooperatives) also rose astronomically 
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during this period, from 317 to 789 nationally (+~160%) from 1989 to 2003. Madaba 

Governorate registered 9 associations with a ‘regional and tribal character’ in 1999.157 

Numerically, voluntary associations continued to grow relative to Jordan’s population 

throughout the 2000s, with a noted spike following the easing of restrictions on 

registration in the 2008/2009 Law of Associations.158  By 2010, there were 1,522 

voluntary associations registered in Jordan, an absolute increase of 284% and a per capita 

increase of 56% since 1989.159 According to the local head of the Voluntary Associations 

division at the Madaba Directorate of Social Development, approximately 58 voluntary 

associations were active in Madaba Governorate in the summer of 2016, a 644% increase 

from 1989.160  

 Although not the primary focus of my study, the Syrian refugee crisis is also 

important to mention when discussing non-state social service provision. Since the 

beginning of the conflict in Syria in 2011-2012, several hundred thousand Syrian 

refugees have sought refuge in neighboring Jordan, with the UNHCR reporting about 

658,000 Syrian refugees in the country in April 2017. According to the 2015 Jordanian 

census, some 1.266 million Syrians (both migrants and refugees) currently reside in the 

Kingdom, and the Madaba head of the Voluntary Association division at Social 

Development reports his agency has closed several organizations working with Syrian 

refugees near the Palestinian camp. While it is important to keep in mind as background, 
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at least in discussing voluntary associations in Madaba, the Syrian refugee crisis has not 

had as much an effect as the above might suggest. According to the UNHCR, Madaba 

has a particularly low concentration of Syrian refugees (at 5% of population, about half 

the national average), and although the trend is changing in the more internationally-

oriented organizations, by and large Syrians and Jordanians obtain non-state social 

welfare through different channels, with refugees being eligible for provision through 

international relief organizations like Caritas and being targeted by unregistered 

organizations, and most of the registered associations I interviewed having relatively few 

dealings with Syrian refugees. While certainly a potential avenue for further research, my 

work’s focus on indigenous Jordanian associations still contributes extensively to the 

wider literatures on NSPs.  

Conclusion  

In this chapter, I traced the development of Jordan’s modern welfare regime from 

pre-state community and tribal mechanisms in the 19th and early 20th centuries to the 

pinnacle of oil-funded, state-based provision in the 1970s and 80s and the proliferation of 

non-state social service providers following neoliberalization of the 1990s and 2000s. 

Simultaneously, I documented the rise of the voluntary association from a niche 

organizational form among elite women to one of the most utilized institutions in Jordan 

today. In doing so, I illustrated how voluntary associations have come to form a 

significant part of Madaba’s welfare mix. 
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Chapter 2: Domination in State-NSP Relations 

 Having illustrated how retreating state commitments to welfare and a loosened, if 

not entirely liberalized, institutional space provided for the massive rise in voluntary 

associations across the 1990s, 2000s, and 2010s in Chapter 1, I will now analyze how this 

vastly expanded ecology of welfare providers operates to provide services to ordinary 

Madabans, focusing specifically onhow voluntary associations interact with the state and 

other actors to provide goods and services 

 In doing so, I draw on Cammett and MacClean’s typology of state-NSP relations 

and my original research to delineate the myriad institutions and structures the state uses 

to simultaneously constrain and control independent organizations, ultimately arguing 

that Jordan presents a novel case of state domination in a neoliberalizing 

authoritarianism, an intersection with many fruitful comparisons in the Arab World and 

potentially elsewhere.  

Explaining Dominance 

Domination in Theory 

 As I discussed in the literature review, I draw on the theoretical models forwarded 

by Cammett and MacClean to comprehend and analyze NSPs in the Madaba area. 

Although primarily interested in determining what factors produce different welfare 

outcomes, as part of their explanation Cammett and MacClean developed a system of 

classification for NSP-state relations composed of four categories: 1) appropriation, 

wherein low NSP and low state capacity combine to make NSPs mere gatekeepers to 

state patronage resources, 2) substitution, wherein high NSP-low state capacity results in 

NSPs (when they are willing) assuming social welfare responsibilities normally reserved 
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for the state, 3) co-production and delegation, wherein high NSP-high state capacity 

allow the two to work together for generally better provision, and 4) domination, wherein 

low NSP-high state capacity results in strict state control of NSPs.162  

Contrary to many authoritarian countries in the developing world, state-NSP 

relations in Jordan are characterized by state domination. Since Cammett and MacClean 

largely ignore the category of domination due to its supposed rarity in the developing 

world, theoretical understanding of domination is relatively underdeveloped compared to 

the duo’s other categories.163 As such, Jordan (and perhaps most of the Arab countries 

besides Lebanon, Cammett’s somewhat idiosyncratic focus) provides an excellent case 

study to expand scholarly understanding of the subtype beyond the Chinese model, also 

somewhat idiosyncratic given its status as one of the few remaining single-party 

regimes.164 Most prominently, the country provides an excellent case study to examine 

state domination’s intersection with authoritarian neoliberalism. Compared to many 

authoritarianisms, even in the Arab World, the Jordanian state is not incredibly dependent 

on NGOs. The regime retains the capacity (and at times, the will) to severely harass 

opponents, most notably its 2015 seizure of Muslim Brotherhood assets, and government 

programs outstripped all other sources of poverty aid combined in every governorate of 

the Kingdom except Amman in 2008.165 As will be illustrated below, even those transfers 

provided by NGOs are most often funded by state sources.  
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However, despite this continued dominance of the state, Jordan maintains a 

thriving third sector of over 5,000 civil society organizations, many of which provide 

services. Scholars have provided many reasons to explain this, including a regime shift to 

‘upgraded authoritarianism,’ the need to appear relatively liberal to Western audiences, 

the potential to capture lucrative rents from international development organizations, the 

country’s strong charitable tradition, and the need to just follow the international trend 

away from state-centric to societal-centric provision. While there is probably some truth 

to each, what matters for my thesis is this decision’s effects on resource provision in 

Madaba. As I argue below, state domination in the context of Jordan’s neoliberal 

authoritarianism has yielded results one would not necessarily expect according to the 

Chinese model, most prominently the creation of a numerically proliferate, but 

fragmented civil society that serves a number of roles, including co-productive provision, 

but more often as a crude instrument of distributing state resources. Since at least 2011, 

this form of patronage has taken a new institutional form centered on the Royal 

Hashemite Court, which has superseded all other state institutions (and potentially other 

domestic and external funders) as the primary source of financial resources among 

voluntary associations in Madaba.  

Domination in Practice 

Administrative Domination 

As documented by Wiktorowicz and confirmed by my interviews with NSP staff 

and government officials, NSPs are closely monitored by the Jordanian state.166 As per 

the 2008/2009 amendment to the 1966 Law of Associations, those wanting to form an 
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association still must receive approval from a registration council comprised of 

representatives from Social Development, the Ministry of the Interior, several other 

ministries, and representatives of civil society prior to starting operations. While the 

amendment significantly streamlined what used to be a lengthy, multi-ministry affair, the 

council still retains wide discretion in approving or denying associations.167  Voluntary 

associations are required to submit a detailed yearly budget and plan for their 

organization to the Ministry of Social Development, and the ministry maintains extensive 

legal powers to request internal administrative and financial documents and dissolve 

organizations without oversight.168 At least two of the organizations interviewed 

indicated that individual recipients must provide their name, national identification 

number, and the amount of aid they received to a registry which is then provided to the 

local Directorate of Social Development.169  Officially, all voluntary association activities 

must be approved by the Ministry of Social Development, beforehand, and failure to 

consult with the state is grounds for dissolving an association. Engaging in any ‘political 

activity’ is illegal and grounds for dismissal.170 Most importantly for my discussion of 

organizational finances below, the 2008/2009 associations law requires all associations 

wanting to receive foreign funding to obtain direct approval from the Jordanian Cabinet 

for each request.171 
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Although  my interviews did not yield the severe level of surveillance and 

harassment observed by Wiktorowicz in the late 1990s (e.g. requiring the signatures of 50 

local notables to commence a meeting when an organization only had 10 members), a 

tense visit by the Societal Police to a prominent, government-affiliated provider who I 

happened to be interviewing highlighted the possibility of such continued surveillance.172 

In the middle of what had hitherto been a relaxed interview, two officers came to inspect 

the well-known, well-connected organization, inquiring with my interviewee as to 

whether he was planning any large gatherings and ordering him to send pictures of any he 

held to the officer’s cell phone. Although they denied any connection, and my 

interviewee would afterward attempt to pass the visit off as the policemen wanting to 

cooperate with his organization, in the discussion my interviewee frankly stated his 

assumption that their inquiries were related to Jordan’s upcoming parliamentary election. 

While I cannot be certain of the policemen’s motives in this interaction, the fact that my 

interviewee clearly perceived their overtures to be related to the election, and that the 

head of another voluntary association I met with claimed to have been forced to close his 

organization for the duration of the election period suggests that the state is cognizant of 

the political implications of provision. 

And yet, although the state remains preeminent, one must be careful not to 

overstate the reach of state surveillance and control. As Wiktorowicz describes in his 

discussion of civil society as social control, state power over civil society is “pervasive,” 

but not “hegemonic or complete.”173 As recounted by the head of the Voluntary 

Associations section at the Ministry of Social Development and a voluntary association 
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director, several organizations were working without approval near the Palestinian 

refugee camp to help Syrian refugees, part of a wider trend within Jordanian civil society 

that highlights the limitation of the state’s ability to ensure compliance.174 Akin to 

Migdal’s discussion of the ‘trenches’ of the state apparatus, the connections between 

local government officials and NSPs are also much fuzzier than a strict state-society 

division implies.175 In Madaba Governorate, the local GUVS head continues to run a 

prominent voluntary association, maintains friendly relations with many of the NSP 

heads I interviewed, and has immediate family members operating at least two other, 

comparatively successful NSPs. While personal connections did not necessarily 

determine the success of either of these two NSPs, the presence of such dense personal 

networks at the local level complicates the image of a detached government machinery 

enforcing the will of a centralized state. Even the GUVS has had numerous disputes with 

the Ministry of Social Development, and the longtime GUVS director for Madaba listed 

stringent government oversight on external funding as one of the primary challenges 

facing his organization.176  

This is not to imply that the Hashemite regime is not often the dominant driver of 

policy for these organizations—when the political imperative of regime survival is 

operative, it indisputably is—but rather to resist the temptation to portray government-

affiliated organizations and patronage networks as part of one all-encompassing ‘regime’ 

with interests identical to those at the top. ‘On the ground,’ at least ‘in the provinces,’ 
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these organizations are perceived as distinct, if ambiguously related, bureaucracies with 

sometimes conflicting agendas. As I discuss in Chapter 3, even if this distinction does not 

provide these organizations the latitude to challenge the political status quo, their 

institutional separation has important effects for non-state social service provision as a 

lived experience of neoliberal governmentality.  

While the strong regulatory arm of the state conforms to how scholars generally 

describe state dominant systems of social provision, the more liberal policy of lessening 

restrictions on association registration has had the impact, intended or otherwise, of 

reinforcing the state’s primacy. Although the more restrictive aspects of the 2008-2009 

amendment to the Law of Associations received more press, a less remarked upon aspect 

of the law was its provision that simplified the process of registering a voluntary 

association through the Ministry of Social Development, rather than the previous system 

wherein ministries responsible for various segments of associational life reserved the 

right to review and deny the formation of associations.177 According to Dr. Amin 

Mashaqbeh, a professor of social development I interviewed at the University of Jordan, 

the relative ease with which someone could found a voluntary association after the 

2008/2009 Law of Associations led to a significant increase in their number.178  

Dr. Mashaqbeh’s claim is at least tentatively supported by available data. At the 

end of 1999, Jordan was home to 756 registered voluntary associations, or, with Jordan’s 
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population being around 4.6 million in 1999, about one voluntary association for every 

6,084 people.179 In 2010, the Kingdom hosted approximately 1,552 voluntary 

associations, or, in a population of 6,517,692, about one voluntary association for every 

4,200 people, a 31% per capita increase in a country whose population had itself 

increased 41%.180 Although precise numbers on voluntary versus other forms of 

association are unavailable, one can see how a similar increase is mirrored in Madaba, 

where the Governorates 50-60 civil society organizations in 1999 swelled to around 250 

(a 310% increase.181 Although undermining Dr. Mashaqbeh’s argument that the changing 

legal environment by itself precipitated the increase, a review of cooperatives in Jordan 

reveals similar growth, with their number growing from 970 in 2004 to 1256 in 2010.182 

Although not as dramatic a per capita increase as voluntary associations (one cooperative 

for every 5,453  one for every 5,189), that cooperatives’ benefits are exclusively for 

members (as opposed to voluntary associations, which are ostensibly for the public good) 

suggests that organization membership may be more important. During the same period 
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that cooperative numbers increased by 286 (29.4%), membership in cooperatives as a 

whole increased by just 6,640 from 117,000 to 123,640 (0.5%).183 Whereas cooperatives 

in 2004 ostensibly had 120 members on average, cooperatives in 2010 had approximately 

98.184  

Regardless of its ultimate cause, this expansion has had some deleterious effects 

on Jordanian non-state social service providers. Most authorities and voluntary 

associations I interviewed considered this large increase a negative development, 

evidence of fragmentation and individuals attempting to use voluntary associations and 

cooperatives to obtain resources for private ends.185 Even worse, anecdotally this 

proliferation appears to have tainted voluntary associations as an institution, undermining 

their ability to seek donations. According to one interviewee, “the citizenry, do not trust 

working with the associations because of the number of inactive associations. And they 

are family associations, apologies. They are not community-based, just for the families. 

So the citizenry has bad ideas about the voluntary associations.”186 Another interviewee 

expressed similar criticisms of cooperatives, remarking that what was once intended as a 

productive sector of Jordan’s economy had since been fragmented and taken over by 

small, poorly resourced, inactive groups looking to improve their own fortunes.187  
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Financial Domination 

 This fragmented, proliferate ecology of voluntary associations works together 

with the state’s administrative apparatus to reinforce state domination in a much subtler 

way, by making it incredibly difficult to fund voluntary associations without some form 

of direct state support. As discussed below, state support from various government 

institutions comprises the lion’s share of continuing support for voluntary associations in 

Madaba. Restrictions on foreign funding prevent Jordanian NGOs from receiving 

external support without direct authorization from the Prime Minister’s Cabinet. This 

leaves organizations without state support to rely on domestic donors, which in Madaba 

means building connections to donors in richer parts of the country, a field in which state 

support is still incredibly useful through its facilitation of contact with major companies.  

Materially, it is not all that difficult to dominate voluntary associations in Madaba 

Governorate. With national monthly earnings averaging 392 Jordanian dinars a month in 

2010 (200 dinars per month was commonly cited among interviewees as sufficient for a 

single man) and youth unemployment at 24.6%, there are few ‘extra’ resources available 

for regular distribution to voluntary associations from the local community.188 Of the 

twelve organizations I interviewed, none were mass-membership organizations, with 

membership ranging from seven (the number of people legally required to form an 

association) to about 100, with most organizations averaging between 10 and 20 

members. As such, with membership dues averaging between 5-10 JD a year (mainly to 

ensure commitment), the maximum amount of resources derivable from internal 
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association resources is around 300-350 JD per year, a sum insufficient for all but the 

most simple social service provision. Given this dearth of internal financial resources, 

essentially all the voluntary associations in Madaba are in some respect dependent on 

external funding sources. 

The most prominent form of external funding for voluntary associations comes 

from the state. Most directly, voluntary associations are eligible for grants-in-aid from the 

Ministry of Social Development or General Union of Voluntary Associations, ostensibly 

based on an impartial scorecard system. According to the head of the local Voluntary 

Associations Section at Social Development, four organizations in Madaba Governorate 

were receiving such aid in 2016, with one receiving 5,000 JD, one receiving 3,000 JD, 

and two receiving 1,500 JD.189 Given that the majority of non-professional associations 

interviewed have received some sort of aid from GUVS/SD (6 of 10, 60%, see Figure 2.1 

below), that the vast majority of those organizations older than a year (and hence eligible 

for GUVS membership) have received aid (6 of 8, 75%), and that associations 

consistently described SD aid as a small, non-continuous sum, such financing appears to 

be rotational, designed to encourage newer organizations with a somewhat established 

track record without providing a sustainable source of support. As suggested by 

Wiktorowicz, this funding is also potentially self-selective, with those receiving such 

funding surviving to be interviewed while those who did not closed due to inactivity.190  
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List of Associations Interviewed 

Description Dated 

Founded 

Activities Funding Sources 

Professional voluntary associations (Older, high resource, formal operations, large state and international funding) 

 

1. Disability 

services 

association 

1981 1. Arabic language, religion, mathematics education for 

13 disabled students on a daily basis 

2. Free doctor check-ups for 13 disabled students 

3. In-kind aid to surrounding neighborhood around 

Ramadan 

4. $25 each to disabled students for Eid al-Fitr this past 

year 

5. Participation in seminars on disabled persons issues 

1. Yearly aid from the Royal 

Hashemite Court and the 

Higher Council for the Affairs 

of Disabled persons 

2. One-time gift of a bus from 

the Royal Hashemite Court 

3. Used to be supported by 

philanthropists, now there is 

little support from private 

donors 

2. Professional 

multipurpose 

association 

1999 1. Monthly food boxes to 300 families 

2. Monthly 25 JD stipends for orphans  

3. Discount pronunciation training for the deaf 

4. Free clinic days for the poor 

5. Solar heater program with USAID 

6. Water tank program with USAID 

7. Credit support for small projects with USAID for 500 

Syrians and 125 Jordanians 

1. 5,000 JD a year from the 

Royal Hashemite Court from 

2011 onwards 

2. General Union of Voluntary 

Associations 

3. Private donors 

4. USAID, supplied 20,000 JD 

for infrastructure projects in 

2007 

3. Professional 

development NGO 

2004 1. Installs water infrastructure in 14 local rural schools 

2. Trains students in water conservation habits 

3. Conducts seminars on democracy and communication                  

4. Provides administrative aid to local women’s 

associations 

1. International development 

organizations (e.g. USAID, 

Norway) 

4. Professional 

civil society 

organization 

2009 1. Free Internet room 

2. Free library and activities for children 

3. English classes 

4. Connections with jobs 

5. Environmental development 

6. 100 JD a month scholarship to 20 university students 

1. Donations from national 

companies (e.g. Zain, Umniah, 

Fustat) 

2. NED grant until 2013 

Semi-professional voluntary associations (Middle-age, low-medium resourced, informal-formal operations, state and private 

funding) 

5. Development-

focused voluntary 

association 

2010 1. Household supplies and clothing for individual donors, 

1-3 times a year 

2. Sporadic cash transfers depending on the donors 

3. Seminars on terrorism, raising awareness among 

women 

4. A small project to allow 6 women to make soap at 

home 

1. Ministry of Social 

Development, Institute of 

Voluntary Associations 

2. Private donors from personal 

contacts 

3. Applying for USAID grant 
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6. Urban charity 

association 

 

 

Urban charity 

association 

(continued) 

2011 1. Food boxes, clothing for orphans and needy families, 

one box per family, every 3-4 months 

2. 10 JD or less per person for orphans and needy 

families, once every 3-4 months, 100 families a year 

3. Seminars on childrearing, drug addiction, and 

terrorism 

1. Private donors from Amman, 

Sahab, Zarqa, but not Madaba 

2. A small amount from the 

Ministry of Social 

Development 

7. Village 

women’s 

association 

2011 1. In-kind assistance to 120 families during Ramadan and 

the beginning of the school year 

2. Literacy classes for older women 

3. Sewing, cooking, soap production, self-beautification, 

women and children’s health, and domestic violence 

classes 

1. 2,000 JD a year from the 

Royal Hashemite Court 

2. Husband’s salaries 

3. 1,000 JD from the Ministry 

of Social Development in first 

year 

8. Small-town 

charity association 

2013 1. Food boxes, clothing for 150-200 people, every 3-4 

months and during Ramadan 

1. 50-60 food boxes from the 

Ministry of Social 

Development for distribution 

regularly 

New associations (Young, low-medium resourced, informal-formal operations, private funding) 

9. Village charity 

association 

2015 1. In-kind assistance to 53 families a year, average 18 JD 

per family (954 JD), during Ramadan and before the 

school season 

1. Zakat donations 

2. Private donors 

10. Advanced 

degree association 

2015 1. Free supplementary educational courses for 30 

families 

2. In-kind assistance to 105 families (food boxes, milk, 

clothes) 

3. 50 dinar coupons to 20 families (1,000 JD) 

1. Private companies (Nestle, 

Aqad Company) 

11. Family 

association  

2015 1. No activities, waiting on funding from tribe to 

construct a meeting hall 

1. No funding 

Outlier (Middle-aged, high resourced, semi-formal operations, state and private funding) 

12. Rural charity 

association 

2012 1. Monthly salaries to poor families (approximately 600 

people) 

2. Medical equipment for 84 disabled persons 

3. Following the King’s lead, planning on developing 

income generating projects 

4. Connects poor people in the countryside to 

philanthropists during Ramadan 

1. 2,500 JD a year from the 

Ministry of Social 

Development 

2. Yearly aid from the Royal 

Court, described as the largest 

amount of support for the 

organization outside of 

Ramadan 

3. Private donors during 

Ramadan 

 

Figure 2.1: List of interviewed associations with date of formation, activities, and 

funding, subdivided according to age, resource levels, mode of operation, and primary 

funding sources according to date of formation 
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For the one case which does claim to receive a yearly 2,500 JD stipend from 

Social Development, the organization appears to be either a stop-gap solution for a lack 

of government services and/or out-and-out patronage.191 Located in the economically 

marginalized southern portion of Qasbat Madaba located closest to Dhiban, the center of 

anti-regime activity in Jordan over the past decade, the organization also receives 

consistent support from the Royal Court and claims to support some 600 orphans, poor 

families, and elderly and disabled persons through direct cash transfers and providing 

medical equipment. According to the association’s director, he provides a particular 

widowed family of five 160 JD on a monthly basis to supplement the stipend they receive 

from the National Aid Fund (approximately 180 JD for a family of five). While I cannot 

confirm how consistent such support is, or how widespread it is among the organization’s 

claimed 600 beneficiaries (this family lived within seeing distance of the director’s 

home), such financial support is well above that provided by any other organization 

interviewed. 

 Despite their prominence, the relatively open, ostensibly transparent state funding 

channels embodied in the Ministry of Social Development and GUVS are by no means 

the only, or even the most extensive, sources of state aid to voluntary associations in 

Madaba. Most notably, the pantheon of Royally-Instituted Non-Governmental 

Organizations (RINGOs) provide a variety of alternative sources of funding. Although 

the specific organizations and amounts distributed are unknown, the Jordanian Hashemite 

Fund for Human Development (JOHUD), an organization under the patronage of 

                                                 
191 It must be noted that this organization’s claimed 2,500 JD a year stipend from the Ministry of 
Social Development is not consistent with what the local Madaba Directorate of Social Development 
told me were the awarded amounts for 2016. According to the head of the Voluntary Associations 
section, two organizations received 1,500 JD, one received 3,000 JD, and one received 5,000 JD 
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Princess Basma bint Talal, does have a periodic public call for funding applications.192 

The Higher Council for Affairs of Persons with Disabilities, a state council formerly 

headed by Prince Ra`id bin Zaid al-Hussein has provided support to several of the NGOs 

working in Madaba dealing with disabled persons.193  

Brand has written about the role RINGOs like JOHUD, the Jordan River 

Foundation, the Noor al-Hussein Foundation, the Queen Rania Foundation, and the King 

Abdullah II Fund for Development play in Jordanian civil society.194 Although (echoing 

my earlier point about disunity of interests) she contests the idea that the RINGOs should 

be assumed to be a coherent strategy of authoritarian liberalization by the state, her 

discussion of the conflict between grassroots women’s organizations and RINGOs over 

the control of the women’s rights movement in Jordan illustrates their central, if not 

necessarily deliberate, role.195 Operating outside the purview of the Ministry of Social 

Development and restrictive conditions on foreign funding and armed with instant name 

recognition in the international sphere, these organizations serve as gatekeepers for 

foreign funding, absorbing aid from USAID and other international development 

organizations which they can then either use for their own operations or ostensibly 

distribute to lesser associations through their aforementioned funding applications.196  

                                                 
192 Interview with NSP - 4, July 23, 2016; Laurie A. Brand, “The State Retreats, the State Returns,” in 
Women, the State, and Political Liberalization: Middle Eastern and North African Experience (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1998), 158–59. 
193 Interview with NSP - 15, July 2016; “List of Associations for Disabilities - Madaba” (Higher Council for 
the Affairs of Persons with Disabilities), accessed January 12, 2017, 
http://hcd.gov.jo/sites/default/files/maadba.pdf. 
194 Brand, “The State Retreats, the State Returns,” 170; “Jordan River Foundation,” accessed March 12, 
2017, http://www.jordanriver.jo/; “Noor Al-Hussein Foundation,” accessed March 12, 2017, 
http://www.nooralhusseinfoundation.org/; “QRF,” accessed March 12, 2017, http://www.qrf.org/; 
“KAFD,” KAFD, accessed March 12, 2017, http://www.kafd.jo/ar. 
195 Brand, “The State Retreats, the State Returns,” 170–71. 
196 Interview with Government Official - 2. 
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The next major traditional source of funding for voluntary associations in Madaba 

Governorate is domestic companies and individuals. Especially for those associations 

which could not secure state or foreign financing, philanthropists are incredibly important 

sources of aid. Of the twelve organizations I interviewed, five (41%) received donations 

from private individuals, with at least three mentioning that they received aid in the form 

of Zakat or in-kind assistance surrounding Ramadan. Although I was unable to collect 

specific data on individual donors, individual one-time donations have reached up to 500 

and 1000 JD for two separate organizations.197 More continuous support comes from 

companies in larger metropolitan areas like Amman and Zarqa, which four of the 12 

organizations (33.3%) received. This support can come in the form of financial assistance 

for operations, in-kind assistance, or (in the case of larger companies) materials or 

coupons associated with companies’ brands. For example, a rural association regularly 

received equipment for the elderly and disabled from a private non-profit medical 

company in Amman, and another partnered with a prominent food corporation to provide 

formula to infants and store coupons to poor families.198  

Obtaining private funding is an ad hoc affair. According to the head of a 

development-focused associations, personal connections are the most important factor in 

obtaining aid from private companies and development organizations. One organization 

providing aid to orphans and poor families structures its funding efforts around personal 

networks with wealthy individuals in Amman, Zarqa, and Sahab. While more important 

to their operations overall, private donors are not exclusively the reserve of those left out 

of state funding. Indeed, the general feeling was that those with the connections and 

                                                 
197 Interview with NSP - 8; Interview with NSP - 14. 
198 Interview with NSP - 14; Interview with NSP - 10, July 2016. 
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know-how to obtain state funding were also advantaged in finding private donors. 

Several of the organizations which receive support from private companies commented 

that they were connected to donors through either the Directorate of Social Development, 

which keeps a book of potential donor contact information, or through the Royal 

Hashemite Court. For instance, another particularly well-connected organization with the 

support of a prominent politician claimed to receive its funding from a panoply of 

national companies, including telecom giants Zain and Umniah, in addition to formerly 

receiving government and foreign grants.199  

Finally, the last traditional source of for voluntary associations is external 

funding, which three of the 12 associations interviewed (25%) received. To a certain 

extent, external funding can be considered an extension of state support, as per the 

2008/2009 amendment to the 1966 Law of Associations no voluntary association may 

receive funding from any external actor without the express consent of the Cabinet. 

According to one government official, this is a particularly onerous process which takes 

several weeks under the best of conditions, and several of the associations interviewed 

complained of the restrictions it placed on their activities.200 To an extent, this law is 

legally skirted by RINGOs like the JOHUD, who are not subject to the Law of 

Associations, receive large amounts of foreign funding, and ostensibly offer some 

funding to smaller organizations. Two of the associations I interviewed work extensively 

with foreign funders, with one combining project-based support from USAID with 

various forms of state funding and one (seemingly a local professional development 

NGO) relying entirely on foreign funding for its operations.  

                                                 
199 Interview with NSP - 6, June 2016. 
200 Interview with Government Official - 1; Interview with NSP - 8. 
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The Rise of the Royal Hashemite Court 

 However, above all of these other sources, the most prominent source of funding 

in terms of size and continuity I encountered in Madaba was the Royal Hashemite Court 

(RHC), the office directly responsible to the King of Jordan. Although there has been 

extensive  documentation that the RHC provides generous direct aid to individual 

Jordanians who present themselves at the Royal Court for years (they have a street-level 

teller window in the Bassman Palace), including covering college tuition, paying for 

medical bills, and providing housing to the poor, no scholar working on voluntary 

associations and non-state social service provision has mentioned the direct role of the 

RHC in funding voluntary associations previously.202 Potentially the result of scholars’ 

extreme focus on Islamist social service providers, it may also be a relatively recent 

development, with all of the organizations with support from the RHC stating that they 

had only began receiving it in the previous five years. 

 And the amount the RHC is providing is substantial. According to the head of the 

Voluntary Associations section in the Madaba Directorate of Social Development, the 

Ministry of Social Development dispensed about 10,000 JD to four voluntary 

associations in Madaba Governorate in 2016.203 As discussed above, among most of the 

organizations I interviewed, support from Social Development and GUVS is generally a 

small, one-time grant of a few thousand dinars which can do little to sustain an 

organization long-term. By comparison, of the twelve organizations I interviewed, four 

claimed to currently receive aid from the Royal Court. Financial amounts specified 

ranged from 2,000 JD to 5,000 JD per year on a continuing basis. One organization 

                                                 
202 Layne, Home and Homeland, 148. 
203 Interview with Government Official - 3. 
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received one-time material support estimated to be worth anywhere between six and 20 

thousand dinars. Another, the rural organization receiving a continuous 2,500 JD stipend 

from the Ministry of Social Development, did not specify the amount it received annually 

but remarked that the Royal Court was its main supporter outside the month of Ramadan, 

when philanthropists come to provide financial and in-kind support to his organization 

and its associated rural communities.204 Given this organization’s claims to support some 

600 people in the surrounding area, with the one beneficiary family it specified receiving 

a stipend which would quickly deplete its claimed 2,500 JD per year support from the 

Ministry of Social Development, the amount it receives from the RHC could be sizeable. 

Although specifics on the Royal Hashemite Court’s social support activities are 

sparse, a Jordanian parliamentary summary of expenditures for the years 2014-2018 for 

the RHC (which is responsible to parliament for public it money it receives to cover 

expenses) suggests that my interviews are part of a wider trend in Jordan (see Figure 2.1 

below).205 While not specific to Madaba or the RHC’s aid to voluntary associations, as 

illustrated in line 2721 of Figure 2.1, there is a fairly drastic uptick in the RHC’s 

spending on the line item “Social Assistances” (described elsewhere in the original 

document as “Social Protection”), which increases from a 6,086,000 JD actualized 

amount in 2014 to a predicted 14,227,000 JD (+133%) in 2016, rising from 17% to 32% 

of the RHC’s yearly expenditures and accounting for essentially all of the growth in the 

Royal Court’s budget over the 2014-2018 period. For comparison, the Fund for the 

Support of Associations, a subsection of the Ministry of Development which presents  

                                                 
204 Interview with NSP - 10; Interview with NSP - 11, n.d.; Interview with NSP - 15; Interview with NSP - 17, 
n.d., 17. 
205 “Overall Summary of Expenditures for Chapter 101 - Royal Hashemite Court - for the Years 2014-2018” 
(Ministry of Finance, 2015). 
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Figure 2.2: Overall Summary of Expenditures for Chapter 0101 - Royal Hashemite Court 

for the Years 2014 - 2018 

 

financial awards to all types of associations in Jordan, had a budget of 2,659,478 JD in 

2016.206 

 That the RHC offers substantial support to voluntary associations does not 

necessarily suggest that the organizations I interviewed or the Hashemite monarchy are 

willfully in engaging in patronage politics (although the extent to which patronage 

networks are self-conscious is an interesting question). All of the organizations I 

interviewed are run by people evidently passionate about using their associations to better 

their local communities, and many who do receive funding from the RHC are long-

standing groups with reputations for providing quality services stretching far back before 

their receipt of support. For example, one organization which receives some 5,000 JD 

from the RHC annually since 2011 has been operating since 1999 and provides a monthly 

stipend of 25 JD to 125 orphans, food deliveries to 300 poor families, specialized services 

for disabled persons, and free health clinics for the poor, the most substantial provision of 

                                                 
206 “Registry for Societies - The Fund for Support of Associations,” accessed March 12, 2017, 
http://www.societies.gov.jo/SitePage.aspx?PageId=103. 
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any organization in Qasbat Madaba.207 On the other hand, the rural organization 

discussed above appears to mostly distribute money on an ad hoc basis to persons in the 

surrounding area. 

 Regardless of intentions, this particular arrangement of funding voluntary 

associations has several effects, the most prominent of which are issues of transparency 

and equity. The Jordanian state has issues with transparency and corruption. However, 

the premise that the Prime Minister’s Government is responsible to the Jordanian people 

has had an undeniably liberalizing effect on how governance is conducted in the country. 

In light of Jordan’s recent e-government initiative, Jordanians can access, monitor, and 

(although it is getting more difficult in recent years) critique unprecedented amounts of 

information on government activities. The same cannot be said for the RHC. The 

inviolability of the King and the fact that the RHC is not technically a part of the 

Jordanian state has meant that the institution is in the words of one adviser, “a black 

hole.” Although the RHC ostensibly launched a full website in early 2017, it is now 

inaccessible and did not include any substantive information on its activities when it was 

available.208 Compared to the Ministry of Social Development’s ostensibly impartial 

process of reviewing applications for funding according to achievement scorecards, the 

RHC’s unknown mechanisms for awarding aid are completely opaque As a result, 

besides interviewing providers, there is no way of knowing which organizations are 

receiving aid, why, and whether royal money (which is, at least partially, actually state 

money) is being equitably distributed across the Kingdom. 

                                                 
207 Layne, Home and Homeland, 146. 
208 “RHC- The Royal Hashemite Court of Jordan,” October 10, 2016, 
http://web.archive.org/web/20161010035614/http://rhc.jo/. 
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 Perhaps even more importantly for both Jordanians and scholars interested in 

neoliberal governmentality is that the Royal Court’s direct, continuing involvement in 

funding voluntary associations potentially bespeaks an institutionalization of the 

monarch’s personal power using neoliberal technologies of rule. Whereas any Jordanian 

is theoretically entitled to the National Aid Fund under the right conditions, charity is 

optional, dependent on available resources and goodwill. This fact offers the Hashemite 

regime a degree of flexibility as the state consistently fails to meet its ostensibly 

egalitarian welfare obligations. As a semi-private actor in Jordan, the Royal Court can 

dispense aid to whichever organization in Jordan it deems worthy for the amount and 

duration it deems appropriate. This flexibility could come in handy when certain 

politically important, but economically marginalized regions of the country become 

restive. Instead of raising the National Aid Fund for all Jordanians, the RHC can simply 

throw money to NSPs in problem areas to distribute, as I observed with the rural 

association south of Madaba. Indeed, an infusion of state patronage to quell dissent 

tentatively explains why Liwa Dhiban, an administrative division with a population of 

36,422 people in 2015 that has been the center of anti-regime protests over the last 

decade, had 100 associations (89 of which have ‘Voluntary’ or ‘Social Development’ in 

their name) in 2016, or one for every 365 people. For comparison, Jordan’s national 

average for 2016 was one association for every 1,762 and Qasbat Madaba’s was one for 

every 1,415. In a manner similar to the fragmentation of the tribes in the 1920s’ and 30s’ 

as they sought to take advantage of state patronage, this model predicts that infusion of 

resources (be they from the state or RHC) prompts an association boom as individuals 

seek to take advantage of rents. As illustrated by my range of interviewees, associations 
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can do a number of things with state aid. Towards the co-productive end, typified by the 

disability services and professional multipurpose association (Figure 2.1), such funding 

can be used to provide specialized medical services. More towards the middle, the village 

women’s association uses state funding to support local community activities, classes, 

and distribution. Towards the appropriative end of the spectrum, the rural association 

seems to distribute direct cash payments to those families who already receive NAF 

stipends.   

 That the Jordanian monarchy dispenses resources to maintain political stability is 

nothing new (see Chapter 1). Indeed, even when expressed in theoretical terms, that the 

leadership of an authoritarian state would engage in patronage is not in and of itself 

surprising. What is surprising is the new institutional forms this patronage is assuming. 

Instead of hard cash transfers to sheikhs as in the 1940s, the provision of state jobs from 

the 1950s to the 1980s, the one-off patronage to individuals that continues until today, or 

even provision through voluntary associations mediated by the state, the RHC is now 

directly interfacing with NSPs in an institutionalized, continuous fashion. This 

development takes on even greater importance in the context of recent political 

developments in Jordan. Despite promising reform in the wake of the Arab Uprisings of 

2011, the Jordanian regime has continued to deliberalize. While part of an ebb and flow 

trend dating back to the 1989 liberalization, what is notable about this particular 

downswing is the degree to which power is being officially vested in the person of the 

monarch, with the Jordanian Parliament quickly passing constitutional amendments in 

April 2016 that vested the King with the authority to appoint several major positions, 

including the head and members of the constitutional court, the chief justice, the 
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commander of the army, and the heads of the General Intelligence Directorate and 

police.209 Although the King’s appointments to these positions were often formulaically 

approved by Parliament prior to this amendment, its passage perhaps signals a shift from 

the specific configuration of authoritarian rule centered on monarchical management of 

the state to one in which power is increasingly centered in the monarch. While tentative, 

the rise of the RHC as the major funding provider in Madaba since 2011 provides 

additional evidence for this interpretation. 

Conclusion 

 In this chapter, I illustrated how administrative and funding structures 

constraining voluntary associations serve to fragment and control non-state social service 

provision in Madaba. Heavily surveilled by the state, restricted from external funding 

sources, and indistinguishable in a fragmented ecology of inactive, potentially self-

serving voluntary associations, by-and-large, non-state social service providers lack the 

resources to affect any large-scale provision. This case allows us to expand our 

conception of state domination away from the Chinese model to incorporate aspects of 

neoliberal governance. Rather than being just a potential source for opposition organizing 

which must be heavily controlled, the voluntary association is an institutional form which 

can be used to a variety of ends; including mobilizing external resources when the 

political context permits, legitimating patronage under the guise of charitable support, 

and providing a ready means to target resources to specific areas outside of the ostensibly 

egalitarian obligations of the state. As I discuss in Chapter 3, this relative (if bounded) 

flexibility has potentially counterintuitive implications for social service provision. 

                                                 
209 “The Facade of Jordanian Reform: A Brief History of the Constitution,” accessed March 15, 2017, 
http://www.jadaliyya.com/pages/index/24563/the-facade-of-jordanian-reform_a-brief-history-of-. 
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Furthermore, with the recent shifts in constitutional authority from state institutions like 

the Parliament to the monarchy, the RHC’s rise as the major funding source for voluntary 

associations in Madaba since 2011 potentially bespeaks a similar personalization of 

control over non-state social service provision. 
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Chapter 3: Gender, Eligibility, and Informality 

 In Chapter 1, I traced the changing roles of the state, market, and non-

governmental sectors in providing welfare resources to Jordanians from the mid-19th 

century to the present-day. Drawing on welfare regime theory, I illustrated how the 

voluntary association emerged as a proliferate form of organization in the wake of 

Jordan’s ostensible economic and political liberalization in the 1990s.  In Chapter 2, I 

examined how wider administrative and financial constraints structure how these 

voluntary associations operate in contemporary Madaba. Drawing on Cammett and 

MacClean’s model of state-NSP relations, I argued that the category of ‘domination’ in 

the NSP literature must be expanded beyond more China-centric conceptions to 

incorporate more liberal forms of domination typified by Jordan’s liberalized 

authoritarianism. and that the Jordanian state’s continuing domination of NSPs has 

produced a fragmented, resource-poor ecology of associations that are mostly used as a 

crude form of distributing state resources. In documenting the rise of the RHC as a major 

funding source for NSPs, I also illustrated how the localized nature of voluntary 

association provision provides a ready, legitimated mechanism for the unequal 

distribution of welfare resources and the concentration of power in the institution of the 

monarchy at the expense of the state.  

In this chapter, I shift my focus from relations between providers and the state to 

relations between providers -and their beneficiaries  by examining the conditions 

associations impose on their provision of aid. Drawing on the literature on neoliberal 

governmentality, I argue that channeling state resources through the specific 

configuration of decentralized voluntary associations, as opposed to direct state 
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provision, serves to mediate state power in novel ways. I illustrate this point as it relates 

to gender using the Jordanian family book, a highly gendered state identity document that 

structures state provision around an idealized male breadwinner/female homemaker 

nuclear family and excludes an estimated 250,000 Jordanian residents who do not 

conform to this ideal. In delegating the authority to determine eligibility to individual 

associations, many of whom use the family book but some of whom do not, welfare 

provision through voluntary associations as opposed to state provision creates a new 

institutional space in which (as detailed in Chapter 2) what are often state resources can 

be distributed to those who would otherwise be excluded in state provision. In Madaba, 

the divide between those who use the family book and those who did not largely fell 

along the lines of formality vs. informality. Those associations which used the family 

book did so largely from a desire to have fixed and impartial standards in their eligibility 

requirements. Those who did not prided themselves on ‘knowing’ who in their 

community was in need and decried the family book as unnecessary paperwork. While 

not fundamentally undermining their observation, the Jordanian case problematizes 

Cammett and MacClean’s hypothesis that “more formalized, locally rooted, and inclusive 

NSPs that do not operate according to profit maximization principles will afford greater 

access to social welfare for citizens” by illustrating the potential tension between 

formality and inclusivity in the Jordanian case.210 In a state system where “formal” 

documentation is itself exclusive, informality may actually be the only way for citizens to 

obtain resources. 

 

                                                 
210 Cammett and MacLean, “The Political Consequences of Non-State Social Welfare: An Analytical 
Framework,” 32. 
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Neoliberalism, Governmentality, and Informality 

 In its most common iteration, ‘neoliberal’ has come to describe the revival and 

reconfiguration of classical liberal ways of economic thinking pioneered by scholars like 

Milton Friedman and Friedrich Hayek in opposition to Keynesianism, the default 

ideology among policymakers in capitalist states around the world in the three decades 

following World War II. Although expressed differently in various national contexts, 

Keynesian economic policies generally consisted of state ownership of the ‘commanding 

heights’ of an economy such as steel production, public transportation, and utilities; state-

centralized economic planning; a generous welfare state which cared for its citizens ‘from 

cradle to grave,’ and a commitment to full employment through high levels of 

government expenditure. By contrast, neoliberals called for the privatization of state 

enterprises, a more fiscally restrained state budget, and a general turn towards the market 

as a more efficient allocator of resources. Although intellectually active from the 1940s 

onward, it was only following Keynesianism’s perceived failure to respond to the 

economic crises of the 1970s that neoliberals got the chance to practically implement 

their then-radical policy recommendations through the conservative Thatcher and Reagan 

administrations. 211 As described in the Jordanian context in Chapter 1, neoliberalism was 

expressed globally from the 1980s onward through the IMF and World Bank’s 

controversial Structural Adjustment Programs, which conditioned aid to developing 

countries on their implementation of neoliberal economic policies.  

 Largely from this initial meaning, ‘neoliberal’ has since developed a variety of 

connotations in academic contexts, with most describing the idea that economically 

                                                 
211 Daniel Yergin and Joseph Stanislaw, The Commanding Heights: The Battle for the World Economy, 
Revised ed. edition (Simon & Schuster, 2002). 
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rational individuals ought to form the basis of theory and policy, often leading to market-

based solutions. Some of these iterations can be quite expansive in their attempts to 

encapsulate the logic of an entire global economic system. One conception, developed by 

Brenner et. al and deployed by Daher in the Jordanian context, describes neoliberalism as 

“one among several tendencies of regulatory change that have been unleashed across the 

global capitalist system since the 1970s; it prioritizes market-based, market-oriented, or 

market disciplinary response to regulatory problems; its strives to intensify 

commodification in all realms of social life; and it often mobilizes speculative financial 

instruments to open up new arenas for capitalist profit making.”212 Although such 

theorizing around neo-liberal capitalism’s macro-level logic is no doubt useful to 

scholarly understanding of the world economic system, my analysis of non-state social 

service provision uses a much narrower, grounded conception of neoliberalism concerned 

more with its material effects on governance structures than its ultimate logic.  

 It achieves this by drawing on the concept of neoliberal governmentality. As 

developed by Michel Foucault, in its original sense governmentality referred to a method 

of ruling focused on “producing ‘free and active subjects’…. a type of ‘laissez-faire 

governance, based on the principles of political economy, finds its expression in civil 

society, and is legitimated through the liberal concern that one must not ‘govern too 

much’’”213 As illustrated by my analysis of the Jordanian state’s domination of NGOs in 

Chapter 2, governmentality in Jordan is most certainly not a straightforward project of 

producing ‘free and active subjects’ However, for my purpose of analyzing how change 

                                                 
212 Farouk Daher, “Welfare Genocide: Rentierism, Neoliberalism, and the Corporatization of the Public 
Sector in Jordan,” 45. 
213 Akcali, “Introduction,” 4. 
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institutional configurations affect welfare provision over time, neoliberal governmentality 

adequately captures the shift from a more direct state-citizen relationship embodied in 

direct public employment and provision to one mediated by other institutions like 

voluntary associations.214  

 Much of the writing on neoliberal governmentality understandably and rightfully 

focuses on the infiltration of the market logic into what had before been non-

commodified social relations (a project similar to that of Polanyi’s and his historical 

sociological successors). Work by Akcali, Daher, Abdali, and others illustrates how 

neoliberal economic policies have produced massive wealth inequalities in the Middle 

East (and worldwide), and work by Atia illustrates how Islamism and neoliberalism 

intersect to inculcate neoliberal market values among Islamic charities of Egypt.215 

Indeed, as I discussed in Chapter 2, a distinct form of aid associations receive from 

private companies are items like store coupons and branded products which are plausibly 

aimed at instilling certain subjectivities in the form of brand loyalty. However, echoing 

Foucault’s point regarding the constant mutability of neoliberal governmentality and 

Akcali’s argument that focusing too much on Western-exported models of politics can 

blind us to actual political possibilities, I hold that overemphasizing the market logic of 

neoliberal governmentality prematurely forecloses the questions and phenomena we can 

study. 

By contrast, if one temporarily deemphasizes the overriding market logic of 

neoliberalization in favor of the material and institutional effects of decentralizing 

resources and the right to organize to a new set of non-governmental actors, a vast array 

                                                 
214 Ibid., 5. 
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of new possibilities beyond pious neoliberalism and its resistors emerges. As I illustrated 

in Chapter 2, the most prominent of these new possibilities is the logic of an authoritarian 

state patronizing its allies and policing its enemies through new institutional forms. 

However, even if ultimately part of a larger patronage networks, charity through 

voluntary associations is still a distinct “act of governing” which considerably differs 

from patronage as embodied in state provision or employment. In decentralizing the 

ability to determine eligibility for what are in large part state resources from the state, 

which ideally interacts with its citizens through state documents like the family book, to 

voluntary associations, which within limits determine dessert according to their own 

criteria, the switch to non-state providers as a mechanism for welfare provision opens up 

a new institutional space through which state conditions are mediated. This mediation can 

have significant effects on who can gain access state resources, with the problem of 

individual providers imposing religious, ethnic, or other qualifications on aid well-

recognized in the literature on NSPs. While I recognize that this may be a problem in 

Jordan, my case study highlights another possibility of decentralization, namely the 

ability of voluntary associations to circumvent highly exclusive state conditions in 

distributing what are in many instances in state resources. Despite dealing to a significant 

extent with state resources, voluntary associations are not wholly constrained by state 

restrictions, allowing “holes” in state conditions where individuals excluded from state 

provision can still gain indirect access to state resources through charities.  

 This filtering of state resources significantly overlaps with another major theme in 

the literature on NSPs: formality. Cammett and MacClean argue that formality, along 

with locus of operation, profit orientation, and eligibility criteria, is one of the four most 
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important factors in determining access to social welfare. On their view, “more 

formalized, locally rooted, and inclusive NSPs that do not operate according to profit 

maximization principles will afford greater access to social welfare for citizens.”216 While 

not fundamentally undermining this hypothesis, the case of the family book in Jordan 

illustrates how formality and inclusivity can come into not-easily-reconcilable tension. 

Formality as understood in the Jordanian case is heavily tied to the use of official 

documents to determine eligibility. Especially in a case where accusations of nepotism, 

corruption, and tribalism are not uncommon, determining eligibility through official state 

documents, preset criteria, and home visits provides a seemingly impartial means of 

distributing resources as equitably as possible. Therefore, those organizations attempting 

to be as professional as possible tend to use the family book in determining eligibility. 

However, at least as they relate to gender, such documents are highly exclusive. While 

not without their own limitations, those associations which eschew formalization and the 

family book are ostensibly one of the only sources of state or non-state welfare support 

for those excluded by state gender ideology. As such, in other cases with similar tensions 

between formality and inclusivity, informality may end up being the most inclusive form 

of organization. In the section that follows, I further examine this dynamic in the context 

of Madaban voluntary associations’ mediation of the Jordanian state’s patriarchal gender 

contract.  
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Gendering Jordanian Welfare 

Gender and the Jordanian State 

 Undoubtedly, the single most important intersection of gender and welfare in 

Jordan concerns citizenship, defined by Amawi (using Tilly’s formulation) as  that which 

“entails enforceable rights and obligations based on persons’ categorical membership and 

agents’ relation to the state.”217 On Tilly’s view, citizenship is not a uniform category, but 

something that can “range from thin to thick: thin where it entails few transactions, right 

and obligations; thick where it occupies a significant share of all transactions, rights and 

obligations sustained by state agents and people living under their jurisdiction.”218 

According to Amawi, since the founding of the Jordanian state, women have only had 

access to a ‘diminished’ or ‘thin’ form of citizenship, in large part because most of their 

interactions must be mediated by their male relatives.219 Jordanian citizenship can only be 

passed paternally, from a father to his children, with a Jordanian woman married to a 

non-Jordanian man unable to pass on citizenship to either her children or her spouse 

(although there are some exceptional provisions which can allow a spouse to obtain 

citizenship; the same restrictions do not apply to Jordanian men).220 

 This ‘diminished’ citizenship expresses itself in welfare provision in many subtle 

and not so subtle ways. Perhaps most directly, a child born to a Jordanian woman and 

non-Jordanian man is deprived of any entitlement claims to state resources, including 

                                                 
217 Charles Tilly, ed., Citizenship, Identity and Social History, International Review of Social History 3 
(Cambridge ; New York: Cambridge University Press, 1995), 8; Amawi, “Gender and Citizenship in Jordan,” 
159. 
218 Tilly, Citizenship, Identity and Social History, 8; Amawi, “Gender and Citizenship in Jordan,” 159. 
219 Amawi, “Gender and Citizenship in Jordan,” 160, 166; Moghadam, “Gender and Social Policy: Family 
Law and Women’s Economic Citizenship in the Middle East,” 223. 
220 Amawi, “Gender and Citizenship in Jordan,” 160. 
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enrollment in the school system, social entitlements like the National Aid Fund and food 

benefits, and political rights like voting.221 While imprecise due to the government’s 

unwillingness to release statistics, some 69,167 families (or, multiplying the number of 

families by the average family size of 3.7, 250,000 people) resident in Jordan were 

estimated to be excluded from citizenship rights in 2011 (~4% of the population at the 

time).222 As the percentage of non-citizen residents in Jordan has grown to approximately 

30% of the national population in the wake of the Syrian refugee crisis (18% in Madaba 

Governorate), this loophole will likely only grow over the coming years.223 While I was 

unable to find precise data on how much of  Madaba’s 18% foreign population 

constitutes children of their unions as opposed to migrant workers or Syrian refugees, I 

did interact with a number of children born to Jordanian women and Egyptian men 

among the city’s Christian population (Egyptians comprise 5.7% of Madaba 

Governorate’s population).224 Despite being born in Jordan, spending most of their life in 

Madaba, and never actually traveling to Egypt, these now-adult children are denied 

benefits associated with Jordanian citizenship and continued to strongly identify as 

Egyptian, with one reportedly receiving a scholarship from the Egyptian embassy in 

Jordan for his university studies.   

  Less explicit, but no less important, in its gendering is the system of labor, 

retirement, social insurance, and administrative laws designed with the explicit notion 

                                                 
221 Ibid., 160–62. 
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that a woman’s place is in the home. Although the Labour Law of 1996 reaffirms the 

right of every citizen to employment, it also places specific conditions on women, who 

(along with children) are prohibited from working from either 7/8pm at night until 6am in 

the morning and cannot work in ‘dangerous jobs’ such as quarries.225 Additionally, the 

law specifically grants women (excluding men) the right to resign and receive what they 

had paid into their end-of-service pension at any time during their career, an item Amawi 

and Abu Hassan interpret as being designed to encourage women to leave the workforce 

when they marry or face financial trouble.226 Although 1997 amendments to the Labor 

Law included several progressive articles for women’s labor (improved maternity leave, 

one-hour a day for breastfeeding, requirement for employers to provide childcare if they 

employ over 20 women), its several exemptions for agricultural, domestic, and seasonal 

work, exclusion of small-scale enterprises, and poor enforcement means many women in 

Jordan’s economy go unprotected by its provisions.227 

Similarly, the Social Security Law of 2014 includes provisions to encourage early 

retirement among women, with women able to retire at age 55 (as opposed to 60 for men) 

and claim early retirement at age 45 and 50 with three and two years fewer Social 

Security contributions than men respectively.228 Although women are officially permitted 

to work until age 60 (compared to 65 for men), anecdotal reports from female Jordanian 
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colleagues and work by Moghadam indicate that, at least in some workplaces, women are 

strongly pressured to retire when they reach 55.229 The Social Security Law also 

diminishes women’s citizenship in its unequal and gendered distribution of benefits. For 

example, while dependents can automatically benefit from a man’s Social Security 

benefits upon his death, for a woman the family must be able to prove that she was the 

sole provider. A wife is automatically considered a dependent for benefit purposes, but a 

family must first prove a husband is disabled to receive a benefit supplement for him.230 

Unlike many men, who often supplement their military or civil service pensions with a 

second job, women are forbidden from combining their retirement benefits with a salary. 

With regards to health insurance, a woman is excluded from her husband’s health 

insurance if she is employed, and unlike men, women cannot include dependents in their 

coverage.231 

Most prominently for my research on gender and non-state social service 

providers are administrative laws surrounding the family book (dafdar `a’ila). The family 

book is a major identification document issued in the name of the head of the household 

which lists all other dependents, their ages, place of birth, etc. Historically (the situation 

may change due to new identification cards being issued), the family book has been 

required for most entitlement transactions with the state, including bread subsidies, 

registering to vote, and registration of children in school.232 Reflecting Jordan’s gendered 

citizenship law, the family book system excludes women almost entirely. Heads of  
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Figure 3.1: Photo of a blank Jordanian Family Book, photo courtesy Khaberni233 

households are unconditionally assumed to be male, be it a woman’s father, brother, or 

husband. This not only grants a male guardian administrative power over his female 

relatives by structuring all state transactions through him, but also presents major issues 

for women whose guardians are lost, absent, or have given up Jordanian citizenship. 

Although changes to the family book system in the 1990s permitted widows or divorcees  

to acquire family books in their own names, they cannot include their children, who are 

supposed to be registered in their father’s family book. Mirroring the citizenship law, 

households of Jordanian women and non-Jordanian men are unable to obtain a family 

book, and are therefore excluded from receiving state aid.234 

 

                                                 
 ,Khaberni News, October 11, 2011 ”,’تنسيقية المعارضة قلقة من ’عودة نقل دفاتر العائلة“ 233
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The Family Book, NSPs, and Eligibility 

 In providing an institutional space still largely funded by the state, but one step 

removed from the Jordanian legal system, voluntary associations serve as a site for 

negotiating the various restrictions on gender in welfare provision. Although the 

2008/2009 Law of Associations places numerous restrictions on funding, budgeting, and 

planning in organization activities, voluntary associations are given a comparatively wide 

berth in how they go about distributing aid. Much like the Royal Hashemite Court in 

Chapter 2, despite state funds often being used to fund them, there seems to be an implicit 

assumption that because voluntary associations are about charity rather than entitlements, 

they have the right of discretion over how they use their money. Discrimination is 

ostensibly illegal, and associations are required to document their beneficiaries for the 

Ministry of Social Development, but otherwise, in practice, associations appear to have a 

free hand in determining the particular conditions they place on aid, from the specific 

documents they require from beneficiaries to the material conditions which qualify for 

assistance. 

 The family book plays an important, if ambiguous, role in how these 

organizations mediate between the state and their beneficiaries. Of the nine organizations 

interviewed that provide direct aid to families 

 Three (33.3%) explicitly require beneficiaries to submit their family book 

for aid 

 Two (22.2%) explicitly reject paperwork as a means of determining 

eligibility  
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 One (11.1%) eschews paperwork as a means of determining eligibility but 

sometimes receives a list of potential recipients from the Ministry of 

Social Development which ostensibly uses the family book 

 One (11.1%) mentioned they use ‘official paperwork’ in their determining 

eligibility but did not specify the family book 

 One (11.1%) uses the family book for one class of cases (supporting 

orphan) but not others (supporting poor families)  

 And one (11.2%) mentioned they use ‘official paperwork’ for one class of 

cases (providing scholarships to college students), but not others (running 

a free children’s library with activities).  

If one assumes that those organizations which use official paperwork use the 

family book (more than a remote possibility), 77.7% of direct aid and service 

organizations use the family book in at least some of their activities, with all but one of 

the organizations offering financial assistance (5 of 6, 83.3%) and about half of the 

organizations offering in-kind assistance (5 of 9, 55.5%) using the document.  Now, 

given that one of the primary target populations for direct aid organizations are widows, 

that Jordanian law currently permits widows to register for a family book for themselves, 

and that essentially all organizations supplement state documents with field visits to 

recipients’ homes to gain more direct information, the issue of unequal gender access 

may not be as much of an issue as with the state. However, for those women whose 

husbands are out of the country working or otherwise absent, their inability to register a 

book in their own names could potentially hinder their access to aid.   
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Organizations which do require either the family book or other official paperwork 

for their direct aid activities (5 of 9, 55.5%) come from a wide variety of class bases and 

geographic scopes. Three of the nine located near the Madaba city center are run by 

presidents with seemingly extensive political connections, with one affiliated with a 

prominent member of parliament, one run someone who was on good enough terms with 

the Mayor of Madaba for us to conduct our interview in the lobby of his office, and one 

receiving the highest amount of aid from state and RHC sources in all of Madaba. One is 

run by a group of young men with advanced degrees in a middle- and working-class 

neighborhood in western Madaba. Another is operated by a group of Palestinian teachers 

working for UNRWA schools and located in a poorer neighborhood on the road towards 

the Taliba Camp. Finally, one is run by an elderly retired electrician in the countryside 

south of Madaba who presents himself as a sheikh of sorts, regularly making visits to 

government ministries and claiming to service/represent the several hundred people of 

the badia.   

These organization’s usage of the family book and other state documents is 

primarily justified on the grounds of confirming that recipients are not lying in their 

applications for aid. The level of detail that goes into ensuring beneficiaries actually 

‘deserve’ aid is encapsulated in a quote from the social worker president of a women’s 

association based in Madaba:  

When someone requests aid from the association, other members and I request 

their family book….Our question concerns the income of the head of household. Also, 

does the family have individuals above eighteen, and what do they do? Are they working 

and studying? We inquire if the house is owned or rented. If the students are university 

students, the family’s status is simple, how do you pay for university? We request 

information through my work and the Directorate of Development....If anyone in the 

family is sick, we ask for an official medical report…”235 
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 The need to ensure dessert among recipients for associations that do use the 

family book appears to be the product of several factors. For one, those organizations 

which do utilize the family book tend to have much more resources and many more 

applicants to sort through. Although sporadically based on how donors want their aid 

distributed, according to the Madaba women’s association president, her association 

alone once distributed 50 dinars a piece to 130 families in the Madaba area, totaling 

6,500 JD.236 The head of an association which provides monthly food packages to 300 

families and 25 JD monthly stipends to 125 orphans claimed to have received 2,000 

applications for aid.237 Another crucial factor appears to be level of education. The 

leadership of organizations that use the family book, even those with comparatively few 

resources, tend to be university-educated and/or experienced in professional 

development. While the primary stated goal of the Madaba women’s association is 

women’s empowerment, its uncritical usage of the family book and other state-defined 

conceptions of dessert reproduces the state’s inegalitarian patriarchal conception of 

women as extensions of their male relatives. By contrast, while the president of a village 

women’s association which does not use the family book holds a Bachelor’s degree, she 

graduated from university 20-25 years ago and has since spent most of her time raising a 

family. Similarly, the leadership of the village and small-town charity associations mostly 

possess nothing more than a high school degree.239  

In contrast to those organizations which use official paperwork and the family 

book, three associations completely eschew paperwork in their provision of services. 
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Two of the organizations are both located in the same small village (pop. 2000) 

associated with the Zayidda tribe located just outside Madaba. One is a more traditional 

organization which collects Zakah and donations, purchases food boxes, and distributes 

them to people in the village. The other is an active women’s organization run by 

housewives which organizes vocational, literacy, and ‘women’s issues’ education in the 

village. Both are led by seemingly middle class Transjordanians who perform charity 

work in their free time, and together the two associations provided roughly 6,778 JD 

worth of in-kind assistance from mid-2015 to mid-2016.  Both organizations emphasize 

their informality as a positive attribute, with one deriding paperwork as inefficient. Both 

organizations claim their social connections in the village permit them to effectively 

distinguish who is in need in their community. The women’s organization determines 

eligibility by visiting with potential female recipients. The traditional association’s seven-

person administrative board (out of a total of 10 members) meets monthly to determine 

who needs aid. According to the organization’s treasurer: 

Every person knows a person. He presents to the members, and they decide if the 

person is in need of assistance or not….[The aid] depends on the presentation. We 

are from the area (abnaa’ al-mintaqa) and we know who is in a [bad] situation, 

and who is taking aid from the NAF or Social Development. He does not have a 

salary or job. We decide who is in need of material assistance. 

The idea that local social connections can substitute, or even be superior to, state 

documents was also held by several other organizations throughout Madaba, with one 

association that occasionally dispensed in-kind assistance from philanthropists to the 

surrounding neighborhood stating, “We distributed aid to the poor people. We know the 

neighborhood. We know some of it well. Jordan is not like America. The people all know 

each other. You know the poor, you know the middle class, and you know rich.” While 

sidestepping the inequalities inherent to using gendered state documents in provision, 
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determining eligibility based on social networks are not without their own inequalities, if 

for no other reason than the fact that, as Baylouny notes in her study of kin mutual aid 

associations, social networks are ultimately limited in the number of people they include. 

Although organizations working in a small, single tribe, 2000-person village will 

presumably have less issues than associations operating in Madaba city, that associations 

wholly dependent on social connections to determine eligibility limit their efforts to a 

single village or neighborhood bespeaks the methods limitations.  

Furthermore, while one must not fall into an essentialist trap, it is important to 

recognize that social networks in Madaba also tend to be gender segregated, a fact that 

likely affects provision. In describing how his organization undertakes home visits to 

assess a family’s eligibility, the Treasurer of one poor aid association noted, “We 

undertake the study by the Madame President or another woman because it is difficult for 

us as men to enter the houses. But the women, they can take them some food and tour the 

house to determine the need of the family for aid.”240 As one can note from the traditional 

organization’s (which appears to be an all-male group) reference to ‘he’ in the quote 

above, the networks undergirding the association’s networks also appear to be gendered, 

ideally mediated through a male head of household. A potential way around this issue is 

to have women-headed or mixed-gender organizations that can more easily enter female 

social networks. 

 Despite these very real issues, voluntary associations which abstain from using 

the family book underline how formality and neoliberal decentralization, even under 

conditions of state domination, alter the institutional space through which ordinary 
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Jordanians can go about accessing what are often state resources. The village women’s 

association, arguably the association most strongly opposed to using official paperwork 

(when I asked about their use of paperwork, one of the association’s leaders replied “We 

don’t do that crap,”), receives some 2,000 JD a year from the Royal Hashemite Court for 

its work with the disabled, a sum which helps it maintain a headquarters where it holds a 

variety of community classes and from which it distributes in-kind assistance to the 

village needy. Whereas individuals without a family book could ostensibly be excluded 

from said provision if it was directly from the state, or even a more formalized voluntary 

association, the village women’s association aversion to using formal documents in favor 

of social networks theoretically provides an opening for those otherwise excluded by 

state gender ideology, illustrating how formality can come into uneasily reconcilable 

tension with inclusivity in particular contexts.  

 The delegation of eligibility determination from the state to individual 

associations also highlights how neoliberal governmentality complicates the act of 

governing, diffusing authority from the state to a complex network of individual 

providers with their own motivations, agendas, and resources. Although bounded by state 

law, voluntary associations afford the legal and institutional space, even under an 

authoritarian state, for individuals outside the state to nevertheless utilize state resources 

to participate in the act of governing, to decide who gets resources. While I have focused 

on how attitudes towards formality affected gender differences in my discussion, a 

similar analysis could be done in Jordan on other important factors like ethnicity, 

religion, and age to name a few. Although certainly a continuation of previous patterns of 

patronage, the level of formalization afforded to charitable associations and their 
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complete legal removal from the state is arguably different from the 1970s’ state-centric 

system, where (although private connections were often needed to obtain access) state 

employment and entitlements necessitated a direct relationship with the state. Arguably, 

the shift to non-state providers means that individual agency and conceptions of who 

deserves what, when, where, and why matter more in eventually determining who can 

obtain resources. 

Conclusion 

 Using the lens of neoliberal governmentality to examine organizational use of 

gendered state documents, in this chapter I analyzed how non-state social service 

provision by voluntary associations in Madaba changes the institutional space through 

which ordinary Madabans can obtain what are in many cases state resources. Empirically, 

I demonstrated how most direct aid associations in Madaba draw extensively on 

government documents, particularly the gendered Family Book, to ‘impartially’ 

determine eligibility for aid from their organizations, often uncritically reproducing state 

gender ideology. I also examined the minority of associations who abstain from using the 

Family Book or other official paperwork, instead using local social networks to “know” 

who is in need, and the attendant limitations of such an approach. In doing so, I advanced 

two theoretical points about non-state social service provision. First, following Atia, I 

argued that non-state provision is a particular form of governance that delegates resources 

and authority from the state to a complicated network of non-state actors. Although 

bounded by state statute, individual associations’ considerable power in determining 

eligibility opens up a new institutional space, in which individual agency and conceptions 

of dessert and the ‘proper’ way of provision arguably matter more in who eventually gets 
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resources than under previous state-centered systems. Although this fact is often 

conceptualized as a negative development in the literature on NSPs, I secondly illustrated 

how this is not necessarily the case through my examination of informality. Complicating 

Cammett and MacClean’s general hypothesis that formal, locally-based, inclusive 

associations with a low profit orientation are theoretically the best at providing services, I 

demonstrated how in a system where formality is heavily based on the use of exclusive 

state documents, informality may be the only way for individuals excluded from the 

wider system to obtain resources.  
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Conclusion 

 In the pages above, I have endeavored to contextualize, describe, and analyze 

non-state social service provision in Madaba within a time span of 150 years and a 

welfare mix comprised of a dizzying array of state, non-governmental, private, and 

international actors. Using welfare regime theory, in Chapter 1 I traced the development 

of Jordan’s modern welfare regime from pre-state community and tribal mechanisms in 

the 19th and early 20th centuries to the pinnacle of oil-funded, state-based provision in the 

1970s and 80s and the proliferation of non-state social service providers following 

neoliberalization of the 1990s and 2000s. Simultaneously, I documented the rise of the 

voluntary association from a niche organizational form among elite women to one of the 

most utilized institutions in Jordan today. In doing so, I illustrated how voluntary 

associations have come to form a significant part of Madaba’s welfare mix. 

 In Chapter 2, I examined how wider administrative and financial constraints 

structure welfare provision in Madaba Governorate. Empirically, I delineated how a mix 

of onerous administrative and financial restrictions, combined with a general lack of local 

resources in Madaba, has made voluntary associations highly dependent on state aid to 

continue their operations. While there have been some instances of co-production, by-

and-large voluntary associations exist in a relation of domination or appropriation vis-à-

vis the state. In documenting the rise of the Royal Hashemite Court as a major funder for 

voluntary associations in Madaba, I also argued that voluntary associations are being 

developed as a means to bypass the state’s ostensible commitment to equality through 

continuous, institutionalized patronage and contributed to wider discussions on the 

concentration of power in the hands of the monarchy. Theoretically, I attempted to 
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expand the wider comparative literature to incorporate longstanding findings about 

neoliberal authoritarianism from the Arab World into scholars’ understanding of state 

domination, and indicate that domination may be more common than has been 

traditionally thought among the Arab states In doing so, I illustrated how, in addition to 

the traditional methods of state surveillance and control, the massive proliferation of 

NSPs can actually reinforce state authority by making it difficult for NSPs to distinguish 

themselves in a fragmented ecology of inactive, potentially patronage-based associations. 

 In Chapter 3, I drew on the idea of neoliberal governmentality to examine 

voluntary associations’ relationships with their constituents, paying particular attention to 

the ways voluntary associations use or do not use gendered state documents in 

determining eligibility for aid. In doing so, I illustrated how, despite state domination, 

voluntary associations still present their operators with significant agency to structure 

provision. Examining how associations of varying formality use or do not use the family 

book, I also advanced the theoretical argument that, contrary to Cammett and MacClean’s 

general hypothesis, informally-organized associations may actually be better than 

formally-organized ones in systems where ‘formality’ is constituted through the use of 

exclusive state documents.   

 Moving forward, I envision several ways this thesis can contribute to wider 

discussions on welfare provision, both in the Middle East and around the world. The first 

concerns the continued need to ‘bring the Middle East back in’ to wider discussions in 

comparative politics about welfare regimes. While Cammett and Baylouny’s recent work 

on Lebanon and Jordan offer several interesting findings to students of welfare, the 

Middle East remains largely overlooked in wider political science discussions on welfare 
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in the developing world, a fact best signified by the region’s exclusion from Kaufman 

and Haggard’s work on welfare states in Latin America, East Asia, and Eastern Europe. 

As hinted at by my finding that domination is a much more common category in Jordan 

(and I suspect other Arab states besides the quite idiosyncratic Lebanese case, which has 

received the most attention), the region’s particular rent-based political economy and 

enduring authoritarianisms could provide a strong set of new, cross-comparable cases for 

welfare regime scholars to expand our general knowledge. Although, as Moghadam has 

discussed, quantitative data remains relatively sparse on regional welfare regimes, such 

information is becoming more common and there remains a gap to be filled by 

theoretically-informed, methodologically-rigorous, and comparatively-conscious 

qualitative research on particular case studies. It is my hope that, however small, this 

work can contribute to filling this gap. 

 To focus in on Jordan, I foresee at least three major avenues of further research. 

The first is essentially the geographic and thematic expansion of this research project. 

Although Madaba has yielded several findings useful to Jordan specialists and Middle 

East scholars, a more geographically ambitious study could better contextualize my case 

and elucidate dynamics of state-NSP. Although a preliminary comparison, similar 

poverty rates, population numbers, and the density of NSPs per capita illustrates that 

Ajloun, Kerak, and Ma`an Governorates may be especially suited to comparisons with 

Madaba. Conversely, examining how NSPs operate in major metropolitan areas like 

Amman, Zarqa, and Irbid, which possess more NSPs overall, but much fewer per capita, 

would be useful in understanding how space, population density, and the dynamics of the 

Palestinian-Transjordanian divide (Palestinians comprising much larger percentages of 
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major urban areas than the southern governorates) play out across Jordan. Perhaps most 

interestingly, my findings and hypotheses concerning the state’s patronage in reaction to 

political unrest in Dhiban could be particularly fruitful. Given the fine-grained 

information on registered voluntary associations and Governorate statistics available 

online, a quantitatively-minded Jordan scholar could do considerable remote work to test 

my assertion that an influx of politically-motivated state side-payments (as opposed to the 

poverty often driving unrest) result in association formation ‘booms’ to capture rents, a 

study which could benefit both Middle East scholars and political scientists working on 

civil society more broadly.  

 Thematically, future studies on non-state providers in Jordan would do well to 

incorporate both more institutions and beneficiaries. Although I was unable to examine 

them closely, cooperatives appear to be a major center of non-state social service 

organization worthy of further study. While I think it is important to continue my focus 

on bringing larger state-society relations into discussions of non-state social service 

provision, in light of Jordan’s recent attempts at decentralization, scholars would also do 

well to more meticulously examine local political dynamics a la Antoun, Gubser, and 

Migdal. While I uncovered some activities by international organizations, future studies 

would also do well to utilize the theoretical flexibility afforded by neoliberal 

governmentality to more fully examine how international providers’ interaction with both 

Syrian refugees and Jordanians serves to structure Jordan’s wider welfare regime.  

 Finally, building on my analysis in Chapter 3, a whole host of ethnographic work 

remains to be done on how micro-level interactions structure welfare provision in the age 

of decentralization. Although I focused on gender due to its prominence and relatively 
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uncontroversial nature among providers, such analysis could be done on ethnicity, 

religion, class, and tribal affiliation to reveal how such factors influence who can gain 

access to resources among non-state providers. Just as importantly, an anthropology of 

the Jordanian welfare regime and how beneficiaries navigate its complex ecology of state 

and non-state providers would be most useful. As alluded to in Chapter 2, an increased 

attention to the Royal Hashemite Court as a direct financier of services may signal that 

scholars would do well to focus more on that important, but elusive, institution.  

 To conclude, writing this Master’s Thesis has been one of the most challenging 

projects of my adult life. I traveled to new places, met hundreds of new friends, made 

countless mistakes, had more than one breakdown, and ultimately produced a piece of 

scholarship, one I feel substantively contributes to current debates. As my musings above 

illustrate, a wide swath of valuable work remains to be done on welfare regimes in Jordan 

and the Middle East, an exciting prospect for any aspiring scholar. With all of that said, I 

would like to end my thesis in a manner similar to how I started it, with an invocation of 

human similarity. Undoubtedly, the structures of domination and hierarchy in non-state 

social service provision must be highlighted and combated. However, in attempting to 

decipher these larger structures, we must never let ourselves forget that those 

participating in them are living, breathing human beings. And like any group of humans, 

those involved in non-state provision are a mixed bag. Some are cynical; at least one man 

is in it for the publicity. Many are paternalistic towards their beneficiaries and seem 

unreflexive towards the structures of inequality they participate in. However, most of 

them are just people; individuals who appear genuinely motivated by a desire to improve 

the lives of others in their community. While we may criticize them, their work, and the 
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wider structures they participate in, I hold that we must ultimately commend their desire 

to do good and recognize that, for all of its shortcomings, the individual urge towards 

charity nevertheless represents a triumph of our common humanity in the face of an 

imperfect world. Thank you for reading. 
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Appendix: Elite Questionnaire 

Background Information on the Institution 

1. What is the name of your organization? 

 ما هو اسم منظمتك؟

2. In a few sentences, how would you describe your organization? 

في ثالث او اربع جمل؟هل يمكنكم أن تصف منظمتك   

3. When was it created? 

 متى تأسست منظمتك؟

4. Who founded it? Who were the individuals who originally started it? 

 من أسس منظمتك؟ من كانوا األفراد الذين أسسواها؟

5. Why did the founders decide to create it? What were their goals and motivations? 

مؤسسو أن يؤسسوا المنظمة؟ ما كانت أهدافهم؟لماذا قرروا ال  

6. Where did the institution get its initial funding (i.e., start-up capital)? 

 من اين حصلت المنظمة على التمويل األولي؟

7. What are the organization’s current funding sources? 

مة؟التمويل حالية للمنظما هي مصادر   

8. What is the governing structure of the organization? 

 ما هو الهيكل اإلداري للمنظمة؟

a. Is your organization affiliated with any organizations at the governorate, 

national, or international levels? 

؟ المنطقة؟ العالم؟هل منظمتك مرتبطة بأي منظمات أخرى على مستوى المحافظة؟ الدولة  

i. If yes, how does the organization in Madaba fit into the larger 

organization? 

 كيف عمليات مأدبا تناسب في المنظمة األكبر؟

b. Who is the director of your organization (in Madaba)? 

 من مدير منظمتك؟

c. How is he or she appointed/elected? 

ية عين؟كيف  

d. Is there a board of directors or other governing council that oversees its 

activities (in Madaba)? 

 هل في مجلس اإلدارة الذي يشرف على أنشطة المنظمة؟

9. How many members are in your organization in Madaba? 

عضواً في منظمتك؟ في مأدبا و على مستوى الوطن؟كم   

a. What does membership in your organization entail? 

 ما هي التزامات العضوية في منظمتك؟ 

b. How many are active? 

 كم ناشطاً؟

c. How many employees work for your organization? 

 كم موظفاً يشتغلون في منظمتك؟

10. What services or assistance does your organization generally provide? 
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ا هي الخدمات أو المساعدات التي توفّر منظمتك عادةً؟م  

a. Food, Cash, or Material Assistance (p. 2) 

 مساعدات مالية أو مادية 

b. Education (p. 3) 

 التعليم

c. Healthcare (p. 4) 

 الصحة

d. Employment seeking opportunities (p. 5) 

 فرص العمل

i. Vocational training 

 تدريب مهني

ii. Job-searches 

 مساعدة في البحث عن العمل

iii. Sponsoring income-generating projects 

مدرة للدخلالدعم لمشاريع   

e. Other 

 آخر

 

Food, Cash, or Material Assistance 

1. What kind of food, cash, or material assistance does your organization provide? 

 ما هو نوع المساعدات التي توفّر منظمتك؟

2. Eligibility 

a. Who is eligible for this assistance? 

 من مؤهل للمساعدة؟

b. How is eligibility determined (e.g. administrative forms, home visits, 

membership, etc.)? 

يُحدد الجدارة؟ )يعني ورقة العمل, زيارات للبيت, العضوية(كيف   

c. What are the eligibility criteria? 

هو معايير الجدارة؟ما   

d. Who established these criteria? 

 من أسس هذا المعايير؟

e. Do you consult with other organizations or government officials in 

determining eligibility? How? 

 هل تشاور مع منظمات أخرى أو وكاالت حكومية في تحديد الجدارة؟ كيف؟

f. Are beneficiaries expected to do any volunteer and/or other work in 

exchange for your assistance? 

يتوقع أن ملتقي المساعدة للتطوع في منظمتك؟هل   

3. What is the typical background of the beneficiaries (e.g. regional origin, age, 

gender, educational background)? 

لمستفيدي مساعدة منظمتك؟ )يعني األصل اإلقليمي, العمر, الجنس, الخلفية  ما هي الخلفية النموذجية

االجتماعية(؟-االقتصادية  

4. Who administers this assistance? 

 من يوفّر المساعدة؟

a. What are their qualifications? 

مؤهالتهم؟ما هي   
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b. How are they recruited? 

 كيف يتم تجنيدهم؟

c. What is the background of the staff (e.g. regional origin, age, gender, 

socioeconomic background)? 

االجتماعية(؟-عاملين؟ )يعني األصل اإلقليمي, العمر, الجنس, الخلفية االقتصاديةما هي خلفية ال  

5. How many individuals/households does your organization provide aid to in a 

normal month? In a year? 

في شهر عادي؟ في سنة؟ عدد األفراد أو األسر التي توفّر المساعدة إليهم منظمتككم   

6. What is the range of assistance you generally provide? What is the average of the 

assistance you normally provide? 

التي توفّرها؟ما هو مدى المساعدة توفّر عادةً؟ ما هو متوسط المساعدة   

a. What factors affect the amount of aid you decide to give to a particular 

individual or household? 

المساعدات التي توفّر منظمتك إلى أسر أو فرد معين؟ ما هي العوامل التي تؤثر على حجم  

b. Does receiving aid from other organizations or government agencies 

impact whether or how much aid a person can receive from your 

organization? If so, how do you determine whether someone is receiving 

aid from another party? 

هل حجم الساعدات يتأثر باستسالم المساعدات من الحكومة أو منظمات آخرى؟ إدا كان نعم, كيف 

دات من جهات آخرى؟تكتشف مساع  

7. Does your organization follow-up with aid recipients regularly? How? 

 هل تتبع منظمتك أمور مستفيديها عادةً؟ كيف؟

a. Does your organization keep a register of beneficiaries? 

 هل عندك تسجيل المستفيدين؟

8. How is aid from your organization distributed? 

جلسات التوفير شهرياً, النقل المباشر إلى بنك, زيارات إلى البيت(؟كيف توفّر الماعدات )يعني   

9. Do you work with or collaborate with any state institutions or agencies in your 

food, cash, or material assistance activities? 

في توفير المساعدات؟هل تتفاعل أو تتعاون مع مؤسسات حكومية   

a. Which ones? 

 أي واحد؟

b. How? 

 كيف؟

c. Do you have any other assistance from the state? 

 هل تستسلم أي مساعدات أو دعم من الدولة؟

10. Do you work with or collaborate with any non-governmental organizations in 

your food, cash, or material assistance activities? 

  هل تتفاعل أو تتعاون مع أي جمعيات, منظمات, أو شركات غير حكومية في توفير المساعدات؟

a. Which ones? 

 أي واحد؟

b. How? 

 كيف؟

c. Do you have any other assistance from other non-governmental 

organizations? 
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غير حكومية؟هل تستسلم أي مساعدات أو دعم من جمعيات, منظمات, أو شركات   

Education 

1. What services does your organization provide in the education sector? 

 ما هي الخدمات التي توفّر منظمتك في قطاع التعليم؟

a. How many primary schools do you have? 

 كم مدراس إبتداعية لديكم؟

b. How many secondary schools do you have? 

وية لديكم؟كم مدارس ثان  

c. How many pedagogical training centers do you have? 

التربوية لديكم؟كم مراكز التدريب   

d. Where are these schools and training centers located?  

 اين هذه المدارس و مراكز التدريب؟

2. How many students do you have in each school? 

 كم طالباً في كل مدرسة؟

a. What is the background of these students (e.g. regional origin, age, gender, 

socioeconomic background)? 

اجتماعية(-ما هي خلفية نموذجية للطالب؟ )يعني األصل اإلقليمي, الجنس, الخلفية االقتصادية  

3. Who sets the curriculum? 

 من يحدد المنهج؟ 

4. Who is eligible to send their children to your schools? 

 من مؤهل إلرسال أطفالهم إلى مدارسكم؟

a. How is eligibility determined? What are the eligibility criteria? 

 كيف يُحدد الجدارة؟ ما هو معايير الجدارة؟

b. Who established these criteria? 

 من يجدد المعايير؟

c. Do you consult with other organizations or government officials in 

determining eligibility? How? 

 هل تشاور مع منظمات آخرى أو مؤسسات حكومية في تحديد الجدارة؟ كيف؟

d. What do beneficiaries pay for the institution’s services? 

 كم يدفع مستفيدون لخدمات منظمتك؟

e. Do you consult with other organizations or government officials in 

determining eligibility? How? 

 هل تشاور مع منظمات أخرى أو وكاالت حكومية في تحديد الجدارة؟ كيف؟

 

f. Are beneficiaries expected to do any volunteer and/or other work in 

exchange for your assistance? 

منظمتك؟ يتوقع أن ملتقي المساعدة للتطوع فيهل   

5. Do you provide scholarships to beneficiaries? 

 هل توفّر منح للدراسة؟ 

a. How much of the costs do the scholarships cover? 

دروس؟المنح يدفع لكم نسبة ال  

b. Who is eligible for these scholarships? 

 من مؤهل للمنح؟

c. How is eligibility determined? What are the eligibility criteria? 

 كيف يُحدد الجدارة؟ ما هو معايير الجدارة؟
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d. Who established these criteria? 

 من أسس المعايير؟

6. Who are the staff of your educational establishments? 

 من المعاملون في مؤسساتك التعليمي؟

a. What are their qualifications? 

 ما هي مؤهالتهم؟

b. How are they recruited? 

 كيف يتم تجنيدهم؟

c. What is the background of the staff (e.g. regional origin, age, gender, 

religious background, socioeconomic background)? 

 ما هي خلفية نموذجية للمعاملين؟ 

7. Do you work with or collaborate with any state institutions or agencies in your 

education-focused activities? 

 هل تتفاعل أو تتعاون مع أي وكالت حكومية في أنشطتك التعليمية؟

a. Which ones? 

 اي واحد؟

b. How? 

 كيف؟

c. Do you have any other assistance from the state? 

 هل تستسلم المساعدات أو الدعم من الدولة؟

8. Do you work with or collaborate with any non-governmental organizations in 

your education-focused activities? 

 هل تتفاعل أو تتعاون مع أي منظمات, جمعيات, أو شركات أخرى في أنشطتك التعليمية؟

a. Which ones? 

 أي واحد؟

b. How? 

 كيف؟

c. Do you have any other assistance from other non-governmental 

organizations? 

طرف غير حكومي؟ل تستسلم المساعدات أو الدعم من أي ه  

Health Care 

1. What are the services you provide in the health sector? 

 ما هي الخدمات التي توفّرها في قطاع الصحة؟

2. How many clinics do you have? 

 عيادات عندك؟

3. How many hospitals do you have? 

 كم مستفيات عندك؟

4. How many patients does your organization serve in a normal month? In a year? 

 كم مريضاً يخدمها منظمتك في شهر عادي؟ في سنة؟

5. Where are these clinics and hospitals located? 

 اين هذه العيادات و مستشفيات؟

6. How do you recruit staff? 

 كيف تجنّد المعاملين؟

a. What are requisite qualifications? 

 ما هو معايير المعاملين؟
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b. Who determines qualifications? 

 من يحدد المعايير؟

c. What are they typical background? 

 ما هي خلفيتهم النموذجية؟

7. Who is eligible for your organizations health services in clinics? In hospitals? 

ياداتك؟ في مستشفياتك؟خدمات صحية في عمن مؤهل ل  

a. How is eligibility determined? What are the eligibility criteria? 

 كيف يُحدد الجدارة؟ ما هي معايير الجدارة؟

b. Who established these criteria? 

 من يحدد هذه المعايير؟

c. Do you consult with other organizations or government officials in 

determining eligibility? How? 

 هل تشاور مع منظمات آخرى أو وكاالت حكومية في تحديد الجدارة؟ كيف؟

d. What do beneficiaries pay for the institution’s services? 

 كم يدفع المريض لخدمات منظمتك؟

e. Are beneficiaries expected to do any volunteer and/or other work in 

exchange for your assistance? 

يتوقع أن ملتقي المساعدة للتطوع في منظمتك؟هل   

8. Do you provide grants to beneficiaries who cannot afford health care costs? 

 هل توفّر منح للمرضى الذين ال يمكنهم أن تدفع للخدمات الصحية؟

a. How much of the costs do the grants cover? 

دروس؟م نسبة الالمنح يدفع لك   

b. Who is eligible for these grants? 

 من مؤهل لهذه المنح؟

c. How is eligibility determined? What are the eligibility criteria? 

 كيف يُحدد الجدارة؟ ما هي معايير الجدارة؟

d. Who established these criteria? 

 من يحدد المعايير؟

9. Do you accept health insurance? 

تقبل التأمين الصحي؟هل   

a. If so, what kinds? 

 إذا كان نعم, ما أنواع التأمين؟

b. What kinds of health insurance are most common? 

 ما هي أكثر أنواع التأمين استخداماً؟

c. Approximately how many of your beneficiaries use health insurance to 

pay for their healthcare costs? 

 كم مرضيكم يستخدمون التأمين الصحي تقريباً؟

10. What is the typical background of the beneficiaries (e.g. regional origin, age, 

gender, socioeconomic background)? 

 ما هي الخلفية النموذجية للمرضى؟

11. Do you work with or collaborate with any state institutions or agencies in your 

health-focused activities? 

 هل تتفاعل أو تتعاون مع أي وكاالت حكومية في أنشطتك الصحية؟

a. Which ones? 
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 أي واحد؟

b. How? 

 كيف؟

c. Do you have any funding or any other assistance from the state? 

 هل تقبل أي تمويل أو مساعدات من الدولة؟

12. Do you work with or collaborate with any non-governmental organizations in 

your health-focused activities? 

 هل تتفاعل أو تتعاون مع أي طرف غير حكومي في أنشطتك الصحية؟

a. Which ones? 

 أي واحد؟

b. How? 

 كيف؟

c. Do you have any funding or any other assistance from non-governmental 

organizations? 

 هل تقبل أي تمويل أو مساعدة من أي طرف غير حكومي؟

Employment Opportunities 

1. What kind of employment opportunity assistance does your organization provide? 

 ما هو نوع المساعدة في فرص العمل الذي توفّرها منظمتك؟

2. Eligibility 

a. Who is eligible for this assistance? 

 من مؤهل للمساعدة؟

b. How is eligibility determined (e.g. administrative forms, home visits, 

membership, etc.)? 

يُحدد الجدارة؟ )يعني ورقة العمل, زيارات للبيت, العضوية(كيف   

c. What are the eligibility criteria? 

هو معايير الجدارة؟ما   

d. Who established these criteria? 

 من أسس هذا المعايير؟

e. Do you consult with other organizations or government officials in 

determining eligibility? How? 

 هل تشاور مع منظمات أخرى أو وكاالت حكومية في تحديد الجدارة؟ كيف؟

f. Are beneficiaries expected to do any volunteer and/or other work in 

exchange for your assistance? 

يتوقع أن ملتقي المساعدة للتطوع في منظمتك؟هل   

3. What is the typical background of the beneficiaries (e.g. regional origin, age, 

gender, educational background)? 

 ما هو الخلفية النوذجية للمستفيدون؟

4. Who administers this assistance? 

يوفّر المساعدة؟ من  

d. What are their qualifications? 

مؤهالتهم؟ما هي   

e. How are they recruited? 

 كيف يتم تجنيدهم؟
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f. What is the background of the staff (e.g. regional origin, age, gender, 

socioeconomic background)? 

االجتماعية(؟-لجنس, الخلفية االقتصاديةعاملين؟ )يعني األصل اإلقليمي, العمر, اما هي خلفية ال  

Vocational Training 

5. What is the curriculum in the vocational training? 

 ما هو منهج التدريب المهني؟

a. Who sets the curriculum? 

 من يحدد المنهج؟

b. What does a beneficiary pay to receive this training? 

 كم يدفع المستفيد للتدريب؟

c. If there is a price, does your organization offers scholarships? 

 هل توفّر منح؟

i. Who is eligible for these scholarships? 

 من مؤهل للمنح؟

ii. How is eligibility determined (e.g. administrative forms, home 

visits, membership in organization, etc.)? 

رة؟كيف يُحدد الجدا  

iii. What are the eligibility criteria? 

 ما معايير الجدارة؟

iv. Who established these criteria? 

 من يحدد المعايير؟

v. Are beneficiaries expected to do any volunteer and/or other work 

in exchange for your assistance? 

      يتوقع أن ملتقي المساعدة للتطوع في منظمتك؟      هل 

6. How many people participate in vocational training in a normal month? In a year? 

 كم عدد المستركين في التدريب في شهر عادي؟ في سنة؟

Job-Searching 

7.  How does your organization go about searching for jobs for your beneficiaries? 

ستفيديك؟كيف تبحث منظمتك عن عمال لم  

8. What kind of jobs does your organization generally place beneficiaries in? 

 ما هي أنواع العمال التي تحصل عليها لمستفيديكم؟

9. What does the beneficiary pay to receive this assistance? 

 كم يدفع المستفيد للمساعدة في البحث؟

10. How many people use your job-searching assistance in a normal month? In a 

year? 

 كم عدد الناس الذين يسخدمون مساعدتك في البحث في شهر عادي؟ في السنة؟

11. How often does your organization successfully find a job for a beneficiary? 

 كيف و غالباً ما تحصل على عمل للمستفيد؟

Project Sponsorship 

12. How many projects does your organization provide sponsorship to in a normal 

month? In a year? 

 كم مشروعاً تدعم في شهر عادي؟ في سنة؟

13. What is the range of assistance you generally provide? What is the average of the 

assistance you normally provide? 

عدة توفّر عادةً؟ ما هو متوسط المساعدة التي توفّرها؟ما هو مدى المسا  
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a. What factors affect the amount of aid you decide to give to a particular 

individual or household? 

المساعدات التي توفّر منظمتك إلى أسر أو فرد معين؟ ما هي العوامل التي تؤثر على حجم  

b. Does receiving aid from other organizations or government agencies 

impact whether or how much aid a person can receive from your 

organization? If so, how do you determine whether someone is receiving 

aid from another party? 

ظمات آخرى؟ إدا كان نعم, كيف هل حجم الساعدات يتأثر باستسالم المساعدات من الحكومة أو من

 تكتشف مساعدات من جهات آخرى؟

14. What types of projects does your organization generally sponsor? 

 ما هي أنواع المشاريع التي تدعمها عادةً؟

15. Does your organization follow-up with aid recipients regularly? How? 

يها عادةً؟ كيف؟هل تتبع منظمتك أمور مستفيد  

a. Does your organization keep a register of projects? 

 هل عندك تسجيل مشاريعكم؟

b. May I have access to this database? 

 هل يمكنني أن 

c. What percentage of the activities that you sponsor are still running six 

months after they were initiated? A year after? 

 كم نسبة المشاريع التي تجري ستة أشهر بعد تأسيسها؟ بعد سنة؟

16. How is aid from your organization distributed? 

جلسات التوفير شهرياً, النقل المباشر إلى بنك, زيارات إلى البيت(؟كيف توفّر الماعدات )يعني   

17. Do you work with or collaborate with any state institutions or agencies in your 

food, cash, or material assistance activities? 

 هل تتفاعل أو تتعاون مع مؤسسات حكومية في توفير المساعدات؟

a. Which ones? 

 أي واحد؟

b. How? 

 كيف؟

c. Do you have any other assistance from the state? 

 هل تستسلم أي مساعدات أو دعم من الدولة؟

18. Do you work with or collaborate with any non-governmental organizations in 

your food, cash, or material assistance activities? 

  هل تتفاعل أو تتعاون مع أي جمعيات, منظمات, أو شركات غير حكومية في توفير المساعدات؟

a. Which ones? 

 أي واحد؟

b. How? 

 كيف؟

c. Do you have any other assistance from other non-governmental 

organizations? 

 هل تستسلم أي مساعدات أو دعم من جمعيات, منظمات, أو شركات غير حكومية؟

Other 

1. Can you describe the activities of your organization in detail? 

 هل يمكنكم أن تصف أنشطة منظمتك بدقيق؟
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2. Eligibility 

a. Who is eligible for this assistance? 

 من مؤهل للمساعدة؟

b. How is eligibility determined (e.g. administrative forms, home visits, 

membership, etc.)? 

يُحدد الجدارة؟ )يعني ورقة العمل, زيارات للبيت, العضوية(كيف   

c. What are the eligibility criteria? 

هو معايير الجدارة؟ما   

d. Who established these criteria? 

 من أسس هذا المعايير؟

e. Do you consult with other organizations or government officials in 

determining eligibility? How? 

 هل تشاور مع منظمات أخرى أو وكاالت حكومية في تحديد الجدارة؟ كيف؟

f. Are beneficiaries expected to do any volunteer and/or other work in 

exchange for your assistance? 

يتوقع أن ملتقي المساعدة للتطوع في منظمتك؟هل    

3. What is the typical background of the beneficiaries (e.g. regional origin, age, 

gender, educational background)? 

ني األصل اإلقليمي, العمر, الجنس, الخلفية ما هي الخلفية النموذجية لمستفيدي مساعدة منظمتك؟ )يع

االجتماعية(؟-االقتصادية  

4. Who administers this assistance? 

 من يوفّر المساعدة؟

a. What are their qualifications? 

مؤهالتهم؟ما هي   

b. How are they recruited? 

 كيف يتم تجنيدهم؟

5. What is the background of the staff (e.g. regional origin, age, gender, 

socioeconomic background)? عاملين؟ )يعني األصل اإلقليمي, العمر, الجنس, ما هي خلفية ال  

االجتماعية(؟-الخلفية االقتصادية  

6. Do you work with or collaborate with any state institutions or agencies in your 

food, cash, or material assistance activities? 

 هل تتفاعل أو تتعاون مع مؤسسات حكومية في توفير المساعدات؟

a. Which ones? 

 أي واحد؟

b. How? 

 كيف؟

c. Do you have any other assistance from the state? 

 هل تستسلم أي مساعدات أو دعم من الدولة؟

7. Do you work with or collaborate with any non-governmental organizations in 

your food, cash, or material assistance activities? 

  هل تتفاعل أو تتعاون مع أي جمعيات, منظمات, أو شركات غير حكومية في توفير المساعدات؟

a. Which ones? 

 أي واحد؟

b. How? 
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 كيف؟

c. Do you have any other assistance from other non-governmental 

organizations? 

أي مساعدات أو دعم من جمعيات, منظمات, أو شركات غير حكومية؟ هل تستسلم  

Concluding Questions 

1. When do you provide assistance to your beneficiaries? Is it concentrated during 

times like Ramadan or other special occasions, or is your assistance granted on a 

more regular basis? 

متى توفّر المساعدات أو الخدمات إلى المستفيدين؟ هل تجري برامجكم في مناسبات خاصة كالعيد أو في 

 وقت عادي؟

2. How do people find out about your programs? 

 كيف يتعلم الناس عن برنامجكم؟

3. Are you planning on expanding your activities into other geographic areas—

neighborhoods, communities, towns, villages? 

 هل تخّطط إلنتشار أنشطتكم في مناطق أخرى؟ )أحياء, مجتمعات, قرى(

a. If so, how do you decide where to provide services and which 

communities to target? 

 اذا كان نعم, كيف تقرر اين أو ألي مجتمعات ستوفّر الخدمات إليها؟

b. What communities are you considering? 

 ما هي المجتمعات التي تفكر في توفير إليهم؟

4. Do you have plans to expand into other activities? 

 هل تخطط لتبدأ في أنشطة جديدة؟

a. If so, what kind of activities and why? 

 أي أنشطة؟

5. What are the primary challenges facing your organization today? 

 ما هي التحديات الرئيسية التي تتواجه منظمتك اليوم؟

6. Does your organization have any records and/or documents about its operations in 

Madaba that I could have access to for my research? 

لبحثي؟ هل عندك أي وثائق أو أرشيف أو مخطوطات يمكنني أن وصول عليهم  

7. Do you have a way for people to offer complaints or suggestions about the 

services you provide? How? 

 هل عندها المنظمة وسيلة رسمية للمستفيدين أن أسجل الشكاوى أو االقتراحات؟ كيف؟

8. Are there other individuals in this organization that we might speak to about this 

research? 

 في ناس في هذه المنظمة يمكنني أن أحكي معهم عن هذه الموضوع؟

9. Are there other individuals, organizations, or agencies in Madaba that you would 

recommend I speak to regarding my research? 

؟الم عن هذه الموضوعفي أفراد, منظمات, أو وكاالت في مأدبا التي تنصحهم لك  
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